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Young Wild West's Only Chance
•

OR, ARIETTA'S QUICK THROW
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I-The Half-Starved Prospector.

Late in the afternoon of a day in October a
few years ago a party of riders came to a halt
upon the bank of the Black River, in the extreme
eastern part of Arizona. The river was almost
- dry-in some places, and the r_a ys of the declinin_gsun caused a glimmer upon the pools and the
water that trickled over the rocks here and there.
It is hardlv necessary to give much of a description to the party of riders. Two of them were
boys, two were young girls, one a man who might
have been anywhere around thirty, another a
young woman, and two typical Chinamen, who,
attired in their Oriental toggery, made a striking
contrast with t~ others, who all wore fancy
hunting and riding costumes. So much has been
written about -these people that when we state
that it was Young Wild West's party there is
scarcely need of any long introduction. It might
be added that Young- Wild West, though but a
boy in years, was in every other way a man, and
since he was known throughout the great reg-ion
called the Wild West as the Champion Deadshot,
the bov who was always cool, no matter what the
conditions were, and ever ready to lend a helping
hand td those needing- it, it will not seem strange
that he-should be the leader.
The Boy Hero's companions were Cheyenne
Charlie, the scout, a'nd his wife, Anna; Jim Dart,
a Wyoming boy, and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner, and his own sweetheart, golden-haired Arietta Murdock, a true Western g-irl, who could use
firearms and handle a horse as well as the average cowboy or plainsman. The two Chinamen
were brothers, named Hop Wah and Wing- Wah,
and were employed as servants by the youngdeadshot and his companions. They had been
riding- all day long over a stretch of land that
was almost a desert, since about the only vegetatton they had seen consisted of the cacti and
ther thorny plants that are common to regions
- here the rain never falls. It happened that
their supply of water was nearly out, and when
thev came to the stream, even thoug-h what was
to be found there was not of the best, tljfy were
not a little relieved.
''I knew we would find it," Young Wild West
said, as he stepped to the bank and pointed to a

spot where the water was trickling over in the
form of a tiny cascade to a pool a few feet below.
"I can't sav that I've ever been right here before,
but if I am not mistaken it is what is called the
Black River. There isn't much water in it no"' .
but later on, when the snow comes and melts and·
runs down the sides of the mountain, there wi.l
be plenty of it. But that's nothing- to us now
There is enough here for all of us, and I propose
that we have a drink right away."
"Good , Wild!" his sweetheart exclaimed, as she
ran to one of the Chinamen, who was already
taking something- from a loaded pack-horse.
What the Chinaman was looking- for was a
cup, and he was rrot long- in handing one to the
girl. Then he produced a couple more, and all
hands followed the young- deadshot <;!own the
bank to the tiny cascade. The water was quite
cool, and when they had oartaken of all they
cared to .iust then they felt greatly relieved.
"I reckon here's as g-ood a place as any to stop
at, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, observed,
as he looked around with a critical eye. "We
ain't met a solitarv person all day long; but that
don't say that there ain't bad ln.iuns or reneg-ade
whites hang-in' around somewhere. This here
holler, with the bank right ,behind us, will be all
right to pitch our camp in. What do you think
about it?"
"I had that in mind when we first struck here,
Charlie," the young- deadshot answered. "I
reckon Hop and Wing know just what to do."
"We fixee upee . evelythling- vely muchee
quickee, Misler Wild," the Chinaman alluded to
as Hop answered, quickly, and there was a childlike smile on his face as he spoke.
His brother Wing, who was the cook for the
party, simply g-ave a nod and started rhtht in,
showing- how well and willing- ,he was to do the
work that was in hand. ThouJ.('h the two heathens
greatly resembled each other in looks, that was
as far at it went. Wing, the cook, was just a
common, ordinary Chinaman, honest and willing,
and he never had a great deal to say, while whenever he had the opportunity he would take a nap,
sometimes dozing- while riding- along on horseback. Hop was entirely different. He usually
had too much to say. Still, he had a war m place
in the hearts of Young Wild West and his fr iends,
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for on several occasions he had been the direct
Just then Cheyenne Charlie leaped to his feet
means of actually savin_g- their lives.
from the rock he had been sitting upon and pointHe was a verv clever sleig-ht-of-hand performer ing excitedly to the ;north, added:
-a real mag-ician, in fact-and being- quick to
"There comes some one now."
think and act, he could perform feats at critical
Sure enoug-h, a horseman could be seen less •
moments that had more effect than a dozen rifles than a quarter of a mile away. He had come
in the hands of as manv men mig-ht have done. from behind a pile cf .ial."ged rocks all of a sudHe had been nicknamed ·Young- Wild West's clev- den, and it happened that the scout was looking
er Chinee, and bein_g- a sort of humorist and in that direction while he was talking- and had
always willing to _g-ive them an entertainment, it been the first to see him. The horse appeared
is no wonder that Hop was a welcome addition to be jaded . and the rider was leaning- forward
to the party. He now went at work briskly and as thouJ?h almost ready to drop from the saddle.
with the assistance of his brother, the pack"Some one is coming, Charlie, that's right."
horses were unloaded and permitted to nibble at Young Wild West said, in the cool and easy way
the growth of mesquite along- the bank of the that had helped -make him famous, "and by the
stream. Then while YounJ<" Wild West and his looks of him he is in distress. I reckon he must
partners loqked after the other horses, Hop and · have seen the smoke from our fire, and he is
Wing- busied themselves in putting UP the two heading this way. That horse is about ready to
tents which were occupied as a sleeping quarters drop, too. Come, Et, vou and I will walk over
foT the members of the oarty. l3y the time this and meet him."
had been done the sun was disappearing behind
As the voung deadshot finished tipeaking he
a distant ran_g-e to the west.
nodded to his sweetheart and she promptly picke,l
"About suppllrtime riow, I reckon," Jim Dart up her rifle and ran to his side.
observed. "I'll help the two heathens gather
"Think you might get a shot at something-,
to_g-ether something to start a fire with."
little girl?" the boy asked, with a smile.
"You can't tell, Wild," Arietta answered, as
Jim kindled a fire while the Chinaman busied
himself preparing something for the evening- she looked at the rifle. "Experience ha-s tau_g-ht
meal. One thing about Young Wild West and his me to always be ready."
When the two had walked about a hundred
friends was that thev always saw to it that
plenty in the way of TJrovisions was carried when yards the approaching- horseman saw them. He
they undertook a iourney across a desert or over took off his hat and waved it feebly, and then
strove to urge his horse to a faster gait. But it
•..1 stretch of the country thev knew was not inhabitated. Usually they chose such journeys on was a miserable failure he made of it, for the
their horseback trips in search of excitement and animal, responding to the urging-, stumbled and
adventure, for they were always bound to come fell, throwing- the man over his head. Wild. and
out somewhere .and find somethin_g- in the wav of Arietta rrow started on a run, for they thought it
possible that the man mi_g-ht be badly hurt. But
civilization.
Having- an income that ~as more than they before they got very far they saw him comin_g-,
could US!;), Young Wild West and his partners had · leading the tired horse by the bridle.
"Hello, stranger!" the young deadshot called
chosen the sort of life they were leading, and for
three or four years they had been devoting- their out, when thev were close enou_g-h to be heard.
"Hello! hello!'\ came the joyful res1>0nse. "I'm
whole time traveling about the wildest and most
dang-erous parts of the Wild West, which at the mi_g-hty 1,tlad I've found somebody. I'm putty
time of which we write was in a far less settled nigh caved in, I am."
"You certainly look it," the young- deadshot
condition than at present. The g-irls assisted to
put the camp in shape, and by the time every- answered, as he ran lil> close enough to get a
thing was to their liking the coffee-kettle was good view of the strang-er and the horse. "Maybe
steaming and the sizzling of venison steaks as you're hung-ry."
"Hungry ain't no name for it. I ain't had
they were being broiled made music to the ears
nothin' to eat since yisterday mornin' except.
of all hands.
"There she goes!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, some bitter juice that I mashed out of the cactus
suddenly, as he pointed to the west. "We won't I've come across. That na_g- of mine is about
see the sun ag'in till to-morrow mornin', that's dead for water, too. I've had a hard time of it,
sartin. It won't be long- afore it gits dark. an' boy, but I reckon I've made my fortune bv it. I
the stars will be shinin' over us. I wonder how never thou_g-ht I'd git where I could taste another
far we've got to go afore we strike a minin' camp drop of water. But I know vou must have some."
"Lots of it, but don't ·_g-et excited over it,
or a settlement. It- ain't likelv we'll find a ranch
in a day or two, 'cause this ain't exactly the kind strang-er. Just come right along with us. Here,
I'll lead the horse and you can walk along better."
of land that cattle kin live on."
The man, who was tall and sinewy, with sunk"What's the odds, Charlie?" Young- Wild West
answered. with a laugh. "We have got enough . en cheeks and staring- eyes, looked grateful
grub with us to last us four or five days yet, enough at this, and when Arietta took him by the
and I reckon when we get up on the high ridge arm to assist him, for she saw that he was really
it won't oe long before we'll strike timber. When very feeble, he smiled and said:
we- do that we'll find game. I think we'll keep
''Bless you, little girl. I won't forgit either of'
right on to the east and get over into New Mex- you for your kindness. I'll be a rich man in a
ico. Then we'll strike down alon_g- the border line little while from now, an' I don't mind tellin' yer.
and fetch up at Silver City, or some other big I struck it rich up on the side of the hill over
town. If something don't happen before we get there. But I had to leave 'cause I needed _g-rub.
there I'll be much surprised, though things have If it hadn't been for three sneakin' galoots I
been rather . quiet here the past couple of days." would have got where there was water an' a:rub
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afore this. But they got me pinned in , an' kept wildl y. "Look out for 'em, 'cause they're a bad
me in a hole for two days, tryin' their best to lot. ·They must have found my trail an' followed
make me come out, so they could ketch me _an' it up. Don't let 'em _g-it me, please don't."
make me tell where my gold was. But I was .1~st
that determined about it that I made up my mmd
I was goin' to die afore I'd let them have my
J2:0ld. I found it, an' it's mine. I'm willin' to give
CHAPTER II-The Three Villains. •
it away to them what helps me, but when I find
that three men who was s'posecl to be my frienrl s
The sounds told that the approaching horse- ,
meant to git the secret from me an' then kill me, men had slackened their speed a little, but it was
I allowed that I might as well die without lettin' but a few seconds before they rode up and came
m know it. That's the kind of .a man I am. I'm to a halt within a few yards of the camp. There
a lmost dead now, an' blamed if 1 wouldn't go were three of them, so it was easy for our hero
fi.e:ht to the finish afore I'd let 'em know a thing and his companions to guess _that they were the
~o~~n
•
men Jeff Parsons feared.
.
"That's all ri_e:ht, stranger. Don't excite your"Hello, there!" one of them ca lled ~ut, showmg
self. Wait until you have had something to eat that he was considerably surprised at seeing the
and drink and a little smoke. Then if you care camp. "We're mighty glad to find somebody
tD tell us your story . ou can do• it," said Young
here. We seen the smoke from your fire afore
· lild West.
it JfOt dark, an' we've been ridin' this way ever
The half-starved man gave a nod and promptly since. Jest now we seen the fire, an' then we
lapsed into silence. Then they strode along at a !mowed there must be somebod y here for sure."
slow pac~, and were met by Cheyenne Char)ie
"You're right on that point, stranger," our and his wife, who were bein.e: followed by Jim hero answered. with a nod of his head. "What
Dart and Eloise, before they reached the camp. is the trouble? Are you in hard luck?"
It did not take the latter manv seconds to sum up
"I should sorter say we are," and then the
the situation, and when they had clone so they man rode up closer and dismounted . his two com· omptly ran back to the camp to · _g-et some panion s following- his example. .J eff Parsons was
wate• for the man and his horse. Arietta con- sitting- upon a rock, and was partl y screened
ducted the stranger to a seat on a blanket, which from view by the J2:irls, who were standing before
had been thrown over a rock for the purP,ose. The him.
next minute Young Wild West was holding a tin
"It's water what we want the most," the man
cup of water to his lips.
who seemed to be the spokesman declared, a s he
"Just two swallows for the first," the boy s.aid, turned to the bank of the stream. "Come, boys,
coolly. "Don't get excited now, stranger."
let's have a _g-ood drink."
But the man quickly made a grab for the cup
"Here is a pail of water and a tin cup," Jim
and really got more than two swallows before it Dart spoke up. "They will be· a little handier."
was taken away from him.
"Thank yer, kid. it sartinly will be a little
"Let that cool you off now for a minute or two, handier," and the man took the cup, and filled it,
and then I'll give you some more."
and drank, followed by the others.
Meanwhile, Cheyenne Charlie was taking care
While this was g-oing- on Young- Wild W~st and
of the horse. and he treated the animal in a sim- his friends were looking at the horses. They had
ilar wav. The result was that the supper was nothing in the wav of an outfit with them, not
. neglected for nearly half an hour, but at the end even a bottle or a jug- to carry water.
of that time thev were all ready to eat, and the
"Must have lost your way, I reckon," Cheyenne
poor stranger was permitted to suck upon a juicy Charlie said, a s the three came back and st ood
piece of venison, though he was warned that if he near their horses .
. :wallowed any of it it might choke him. But he
"Well, no," the spokesman retorted, with a
was acting- in C!Uite a sensible way now, and shake of his head. "We've g-ot a camp about fifseemed satisfied to the treatment he was receiv- teen miles from here."
ing. Wild did not sit down to eat until Cheyenne
"A camp, eh?" Youn_g- Wild West spoke up,
Charlie had finished, and then he turned their looking at the man keenl y.
guest over to him. When he finished his supper
"Yes, we're prospectin' for _g-old-clu st. But
he found the man in a much better condition, for we've been in mighty hard luck. What little we
Hop W ah,1 the clever Chinee, had been kind had picked up was stole by a feller we had with
enou_g-h to give him a couple of swa llows from a u s. We thought he was migpty honest, an' all
flask of liquor.
that, but he took the chance to light out when we
"I'm all right now, friends," he declared, fer- didn't know nothin' about it. We've been h1,mtin'
vently. "I reckon you would like to know who I for him for over a day, an' we thought we struck
am." ·
·
his trail a little afore dark an' come on this
"Whenever you feel like tellin_g- us you can do way. Ain't seen nothin'· of him, have ver?"
so," the youn_g- deadshot said, as he took a seat
"I'm quite sure we have seen nothing- of a
before him and waited.
thief," the youn.e: cleadshot answered, in his cool
"M,y name is Jeff Parsons, an' I'm _g-oin' to be and easy way. "So he left you, eh?"
richest man in all Arizona."
"Yes, that's what he done, didn't he, boys ?"
Before any of our friends could make a repl y
"He sartinlv did, an' if I kin set eyes on · him
the clatter of hoofs sounded in the distance.
I'll make quick work of him!" one of them re"Great g-imlets !" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, torted, as he tapped the butt of a revolver.
leaping- to his feet. "Somebody else is comin', I
"So will I," the third declared. "Jeff Parsons
reckon."
oughter be shot for actin' the wav he did. We
"It's them! It's them!" cried t.he prospecto1·, took him in with us, fed him an; _give him an
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even chance, .an' then he had to go an' sneak
away, taking the few nU££ets an' dust we had
found an' leavin' us nothin'."
. "So the man's name is Jeff Parsons, eh?" Wild
asked, a peculiar smile showin11: on his face.
"Yes, that's his name," the spokesman retorted.
"What is yours?"
"Steve Lifter is my n.ame."
"And yours?" nodding- to one of th~ others.
'·'They call me Rooter for short. That's a good
enough name, I reckon," came the reply.
"Yes, I suppose it is. And yours?" noddinl!.' to
the third.
"Jack is l!.'OOd enou11:h for me."
"Tricky Jack, you mean!"· a voice exclaimed,
and then Jeff Parsons, who must have concluded
that it was safe for him to show himself. bounded
to his feet and stepped before the astonished trio.
"Tricky Jack, eh?" and Younl!.' Wild West
laughed lil!.'htly. "Well, that sounds a little better.
The fellow certainly looks a s thoul!.'h he might
be tricky. They all do, for that matter."
"So we've g-dt yer, have we?" Steve Lifter, as
he called himself, exclaimed, when he found the
use of his tonl!.'ue. "Now, then, you l!.'ive us what
you stole from us or I'll feel compelled to shoot
you rig-ht here. even thoug-h there is ' women folks
around."
Then the villain, for such he no doubt was,
actuallv- pulled .a g-un from the holster and held
it as thoug-h he was ready to shoot.
"My friend," said Young- Wild West, touchinghim on the arm. "please put that l!.'Un where you
took it from. I reckon there is going to be no
shooting done right now. unless I am the one to
do it. You say Jeff Parsorrs robbed you of the
l!.'Old-dust and nugg-ets you had, and then, sneaked
away. That's your story. But P.atsons has already told us an entirely different story. He says
you are after him and have threatened to kill
him unless he tells you where his rich find is.
Now, then, who are we going to believe, you three
fellows or Parsons ? "
"You wouldn't believe a man what would steal
an' sneak away from his friends, would · yer ?"
Steve Lifter a sked, with a shrug of the shoulders.
"No, I wouldn't. But I don't believe Jeff Parsons stole anvthing- from you."
"Oh, you don't eh? He's told you a putty fine
·
story, I s'pose?"
"He hasn't had much of a chance to tell his
story. He was in a pretty bad condition when we
·met him, and we have been doctoring him up a
little bv g-iving him a little water at a time and
something- to eat. But I reckon what he has
told was the truth."
"Every word I told you is true, Younl!.' Wild
West ," Parsons spoke up, earnestl y, though he
seemed to be afraid that the three men mig-ht
suddenlv open fire on him and kept partly hidden
from them behind Jim Dart.
"I know it, Mr: Parsons. But don't be afraid of
them. Step right out and tell them what you
think of them. If you feel strong- enough you
can 11:0 ahead and tell a little more of your story."
"There ain't much more to tell," the prospector
said, as lie acted on the advice of the youn11: deadshot and stepped cloi-er to the three villains.
"One time I did think these fellows w_.i.s a s honest
as I was myself. But when I found they were

tryin' to beat me out of what little monev I had
I be11:an to fi11:ure on idttin' away from ;em an'
strikin' out for myself. We had row one ni11:ht,
an' then we divided up what we had into four lots,
an' I took what belonged to me an' left ;em. Luck
was with me then, it seemed, for the very next
day I struck one of the richest veins I've ever
heard tell of. They follered me up two or three
days after that an' m.ade friends with me ag'in
an' I was fool enoug-h to tell 'em what I'd found'.
But I didn't let 'em know jest where the dust
was. I was smar1t enou11:h for that, an' I'm
mightv g-lad of it. Then they kept naggin' me
an' makin' all sorts of threats: until .after a while
I couldn't stalld it no longer. I was out of grub
anyhow, so I watched my chance an' rode • off.
They followed me up, an' two or three times
they 11:ot close enough to threaten to take my life
if I didn't tell 'em where my gold was. But I
didn'~ do it, an' I kept on until you found me.
'Phat s about the whole story in a nutshell."
"It's a lie, every word of it!" shouted Steve
Lifter, bristling- up with an11:er, and once more
reaching for his gun.
"See here, Lifter," Wild said, this tifne grabbing him rather roughly bV the shoulder. "I told
you to let that gun be where it is. Now, then,
if you- make another move to pull it from the ..
holster, I'll put a bullet straight through you!"
"Come on, Steve," the man named Rooter spoke
up. "There ain't no use in talkin' to 'the!<e
fellers. They believe what Jeff Parsons says, an,'
that's all there is to it. Let's go on about our
business. We mav as well g-o back to the camp."
"You think you had better leave and go back
to your camp, do you?" the young deadshot
asked, the same old smile showing about his lips.
"There ain't no use of us stayin' here, 'cause
vou have took a dislike to us, an' you don't. intend
to g-ive us what belongs to us."
"If we· were to give you what you deserve it
would be a bullet apiece. You know that well
enoucll, don't you?"
"I don't know why you want to shoot us."
"Of course I don't. Jeff Parsons has told you
a pack of lies . He never struck no more pocket
than we did. He robbed us an' then sneaked
away, an' that's all there is to it. You kin be:
lieve him if YOU want to. Come on, boys, Iet'8
git away from here; it -ain't no company for us."
"You kin bet your life it ain't!" Cheyenne
Charlie exclaimed. "The quicker you git away
from here the better it will ·be for yer. But you
had better see to it tha t you stay .away, too.
Young Wild West ain't the boy a s takes any
foolin'."
" Who's Young Wild West?" Steve Lifter demanded, with a start, a s he turned and looRed
sharply at the voun11: deadshot.
"You're lookin' straight at him now," the scout
declared. · " How do you like h.im ?"
"Not a whole lot, from what I've heard tell of
him. "
"Of course not. Sien galoots a s you couldn't
like a boy who's always tryin' to do a right thin~
an' help them along what's in need of it."
There was a hurried whispering between the
three, and t~en, without making a reply, they
mounted their horses and rode away from the
spot at a 1?allop. Youn~ Wild West motioned
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for his compaaions to stay ri11)1t where they were.
and then started after them on foot. When he
had run about a hunci_·ed feet he paused an·d listened. He could hear the thud of the horses'
hoofs as they £"alloped along over the back trail.
Suddenly the sounds ceased, and then he £"ave a
nod of satisfaction.
"I knew it!" the boy muttered, as he started
back to the camp. "They won't s;,;o ,very far.
/l'hey mean to sneak back and try flnO get the,
tofus. Well, I reckon we'll spoil their game."
Back he went to the camp and found the prospector feelins;,; much better.
"I reckon I would have been a goner. if -I
handn't found you. folks, Young Wild West,"
Parsons declared, with a shake of the head.
"Them fellers is a mis;,;hty bad lot. I .didn't think
-they was when I met 'em, as I told you afore, but
it's turned out that they would be willin' to kill
me if they could onlv git hold of my gold by doin'
it. But they ain't ever goin' to git it. I'm s;,;oin'
to divide what's in that pocket with you folks,
'cause you saved my life."
"Never mind about the dividins;,; part now, Mr.
Parsons," Wild said, smiling at him.
..., "Don't call me Mr. Parsons, please. Jeff is
11:ood enouJ;?;h for me. Jest 'cause l'm older than
you are don't say that I ain't to be called by my
first name."
"All right, then, Jeff. No you take it easy
ri,rht here, and Jim will see o it that you s;,;et
somethine: to eat presently. Wins;,; is makinl? up .
some broth for your benefit. It will do you more
11:ood than solid food will. Charlie," and the boy
nodded to the scout, "you come with me. We'll
see what the three scoundrels are up to. They
haven't J;?;one very far."
"Right yer are, Wild," and Cheyenne Charlie
aave nod and promptly started .after the dashhtiz young deadshot.
They proceeded along for about a couple of
hwidred yards, and then, much to their satisfaction, they heard low voices.
·
/Just as I thouJl:ht, Charlie," Youne: Wild West
nispered, as he turned to his companion. "They
are rigs;,;ine: up a scheme to attack the camp.
Now, then, I reckon we'll show them that they
,are making the mistake of their lives."
Neither said anything further, but crept cautiously along and soon were able to see three men
'lttandine: beside a high rock near their horses.
"We don't want to go back jest yet a while,"
they heard Steve Lifter say, in a rather low tone
of voice. "We want to make 'em think we've
,i:one on, an' don't mean to come back. Then,
when thev ain't expectin' it, we'll sneak back
there on foot an' wipe 'em out. What's the use
ef tryin' to find out where Jeff Parsons's gold
j,ocket is any other way? They believe what he
fays, an' that's all there is to it. Another thing,
boys, I happen to know what kind of a feller this
oune: Wild West is. His two pards is jest about
e same. They're always lookin' after sich
Jellers as us, an' if we could clean 'em up we
ould be <loin' a mig-hty e:ood thine:. I've met
as would g-ive all the money they had to git
oung Wild West out of the way."
Wild i,rave Charlie a nudg-e, and tben arose to
feet.
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CHAPTER III.-The Villain; get A Bath.
As Wild arose to bis feet the scout was right
after him. It was as dark as pitch where the
two had been crouching, and the men did not see
them, even when' they started softly towiud them.
The fell
called Rooter was just urging Lifter
to go right away and settle the business when
Wild· leaped J>efore them, revolver in hand.
"I reckon you fellows didn't mean what you
said when you said you were going away," he
called out, speaking in his cool and easy way.
They turned as though .they had been shot at,
and seeing the two within a few feet of them
they knew not what to make of it.
"Hold up your hands!" the boy added, as he
pushed out his revolver, so they would be better
able to see it.
"What-what's the matter?" gasped Steve Lifter, as he threw up both hands in a hurry. "We
ain't--"
"Yes, you are," our hero interrupted. "You
are ·.sneaking scoundrels! But you are balked in
your plans. You are not going to catch us napping at the camp. You are not clever enough for
that. Now, then, hold up your hands until you
are relieved of your hardware. I am going t9
teach you a lesson that you won't soon forget,
if you happen to live through it. Do as I say!"
Up went the hands of the other two, and then,
with a chuckle, Charlie dropped one of his revolvers back into the holster and proceeded to disarm
them. One had two guns and the others one
apiece, and when he had possession of them, •
Charlie observed:
"AU right, Wild. Shall I tie their hands?"
"That won't be necessary, Charlie;" was the
cool reply. "We'll march them back to the camp
this way. I reckon they won't attempt to run
away. I believe I told them I could shoot pretty
well in the dark, and you ·c ertainly can, too. They
don't want to die just yet, though they may before many minutes have passed."
"See here, Young Wild West," spoke up Lifter, in a voice that had a pleading tone to it,
"we ain't done nothin' to you. We've got as much
right to stop here as you have, an' as long as we
ain't botherin' you folks at t~r camp, what's ther
use of your doin' this?"
"Come on with us to the camp," the youn~
deadshot answered, sharply. "We heard· what
you were talking about, so there is no use in trying to get out of it. Step lively now!"
"Let us go, won't yer, Young Wild West? I'm
mighty sorry there was any trouble. We won't
come anywheres near yer ag'n if yer will."
"Walk right on l" was the command. "I told
you we were going to take you to camp, and when
I say a thing I always mean it."
"Yes, but--"
"Shut up!"
Lifter quickly lapsed into silence, and as
neither of the others ventured to speak a word,
the walk back to the camp was made in silence.
.:fim and the girls were watching for them, as well
as Hop Wah, the clever Chinee. Wing was dozins;,;, but the prospector was wide-awake, and
apparently not a little alarmed when he saw the,
three prisoners brought in.
•

•
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"I reckon we got them," our hero said, with
a laugh. "They were making plans to come here
and clean us out. Just as I thought they would
do. But I reckon it takes a smarter gang than
this one to fool us. We are too used to that sort
of business."
.
"What are you goin' to do with 'em, Young
Wild West?" Jeff Parsons asked, as he t up and
walked over to them."
"What do you think we should dg with them?"
the boy asked.
"Well I never did believe in lyn~hin', but--"
"You think it would be about what they deserved if they were strung up, don't you?"
"To tell ther truth, yes."
"Well maybe it would. But, like you, I don't
believe 'in lynching. I do believe in washing,
though. These three scoundrel,.; se~m to be pr_etty
dirty, I think. I doubt if they are 1_n th~ habit of
taking a wast'>. very often; as there 1s qmte a deep
· pool right below here, I reckon we ha_d better
clean them a little before we do anything else.
Hop!"
"Whatee you w.antee, Misler Wild?" and the
clever Chinaman ·!!'tepped forward, ready and
eager to lend his assistance.
"Take one of these fellows by the arm."
• "Allee light, Misler Wild," and he promptlv got
a grip on the arm of Steve Lifter.
The young deadshot nodded to Charlie and Jim,
and they each took care of a man.
"Now then," he said, nodding to the girls and
the prospector, "come on and see the washing."
He walked on ahead along the bank, · and after
• him came his partners and the Chinaman with
the three prisoners. The girls, who did not seem
to be the least bit alarmed at what had happened,
or what might take place, came along, and Parsons naturally accompanied them. The pool our
hero had spoken of was not far distant, but when
he reached the bank overlooking it he found it
too dark to see very well.
"Fetch a lantern, Wing," he called out.
"Allee li_ght." the cook answered, and then he
showed he was very much awake and soon was
on hand with a lighted lantern.
The boy took it from him and leanin~ over the
bank, held it down, so the prisoners could see the
pool, which was only about three feet below.
"How does it look, you sneakin' coyotes?"
Cheyenne Charlie asked, a broad grin showing on
his face.
"Say," said Steve Lifter, pleadingly, "don't
chuck us in that water. What's the use? We're
willin' to do anything you say. If you let us go
we'll promise yer to light right out an' never
come .anywhere around yer ag'in. We didn't mean
nothin' when we was talkin' up there. Of course,
we was mighty mad the way things turned out,
an' you wouldn't believe us an' believed what
Jeff Parsons said."
"Don't feel like taking a bath, then?" our hero
asked.
"It ain't that. I 1'eckon I always wash myself
every time I git .a chance."
"You have got a good-chance now, so jump in/'
But instead of obeying the villain drew back
and acted as though he was _going to run away.
But ~ild was bent upon teaching them all a
2.>od le!son, and he quickly caught the villain by

the shoulder and, with a quick push sent hina
headlong into the pool. Cheyenne Charlie did not
wait to be told, but as quick as a flash he sent
one of the others in. Jim was right after him,
and in less than ten seconds all tKree were
struggling and gasping in the water. Wild hehl
the lantern so all hands could have .a look at
them, and when they had managed to get upon
their feet and stood over waist-deep in the pool
he led in a burst of laughter, for the villains
certainly looked comical enough. Lifter and his
two companions soon became quiet, and waited
anxiouslv to be told to climb out upon the bank.
"Misler Wild," spoke up Hop, a broad _grin
on his yellow face, "me makee lillee fun, so be."
"All right, Hop, go ahead," was the reply.
The clever Chinee quickly thrust a hand in
one of the many pockets his loose-fitting blouse
contained and drew forth an oblong ob.iect that
h.ad what appeared to be a piece of string attached to one end. But it was really nothing
more or less than a home-made firecracker, and
the strinl!." was but a fuse. AIL, but the prospector knew exactly what it was he held in his
hand, and when the young deadshot gave a not!
of approval, the Chinaman quickly produced a
match and, striking it, applied the flame to the
end of the fuse. There was a hissing sound as
it burned quickly, and waiting until it was within
a fraction of an inch to the end of the cracker,
the Chinaman tossed it into the air directly above
the heads of the hree villains in the pool.
Down it came, exploding rig-ht over their heads
with a loud report. Shrieks of tenor went nv
from Lifter and his two pard&, and there was a
_great floundering in the water for the space of
a few seconds. When the smoke cleared away
thev were seen huddled together at one end of
the pool, terror-stricken and no doubt expectingto be surely killed.
"I reckon that will be enough," -Wild sai , coolly. "Now, then, you fellows can come out.
Harrv up about it, foo."
But it happened, that the bank was rather steep.
and it being of rock, was slippery, and the first
attempt the villains made to dimb out met with
nc success. As they slid back Cheyenne Charlie
roared with laughter. Finally Jim Dart sug.
gested th.at they help them out and Wild agreed
t1> it. The result was that in a minute or two
they were landed safely upon the bank, dripping from head to foot and no doubt feeling sick
enough from their experience. They were marched back to the camp and then, lining them up
in a row, our hero stepped before them, shaking
his finger warningly at the same time.
"Now, then, you sneaking coyotes," he said, "I
want vou to under tand that if we ever catch you
.around our camp a_g~in or meet you on our way
you'll get shot dead. You bear what I say!"
"We hear yer, Young Wild West," Lifter answered, meekly. "You have sartinlv got the best
of us, an' we ain't no hogs. We know when we
_git enough. I'm mighty sorry we had any troubl ,
but it's all the fault of Jeff Parsons."
"Give them their guns, Charlie."
Rather reluctantly the scout handed them the
weapons he had taken from them and the villains
stood holding them in their hands, for they were
so wet that they did not feel like putting them
into the holsters they carried.
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"You know where vour horses are, so li2:ht ·out.
See how fast vou can run, too," the youn2: deadshot exclaimed.
Glad to get away, the three men turned and
made a bolt from the s1:JOt. When they were
l)robablv fifty feet away, Cheyenne Charlie fired
a shot in the air, and a shout of fear came
from one of them.
"That's the last we'll see of them to-night,
that's certain," our hero said, nodding- to the
prospector, who was no;w standing- there, an
. amused smile showing on his face.
CHAPTER IV.-The Villains' Are Found.
As usual, a str:r" watch was kept during the
night by Youn2: Wile! West and his partners. But
nothi.ni was seen or heard of the three villains
who had been so eager to wipe out the party.
Jeff Parsons was feelinJ? quite well when he
awoke the next morninJ?.
"I'll pay you well for what you're doin' for
me," he said to our hero, as he sat down to the
l?Ood breakfast the Chinese cook had prepared.
"I've got tons of rock an' dirt that's filled with
~old, an' all I've got to do is to git it out. You're
all 2:oin' to git your share."
"Never mind about that, Mr. Parsons," Wild
answered, with a smile. "It happens that we
are not in need of g-old to enable us to g-et alon11:
and 'have everything- we want. Some people
would call us rich if they happened to know just
what we are worth. I hope you have made no
mistake in thinking it is a rich pocket you have
found. We are going to help you get out some
of the i?old, I reckon we had better go right
to the spot with you."
"But I'll have to git some supplies first."
"How far must vou go ·in order to get them ? "
"I should jedge about forty miles from here."
"That is quite a long- distance. But it happens
that we have enough to last for about four days
- I mean bv that that we have flour and meal
4!llOugh. 0:1; course, we could make out a great
-deal longer, for there is always g-ame to be shot."
"Well," and Par ons nodded his head ·to show
that he was willing to the arrang-ement, "I s'pose
Ji'oil know more about sich business than I do.
.
What you say Jl:oes, Young Wild West."
"Good! We will be off right after breakfast.
believe you said you came in a roundabout way
when vou found the three men were after you."
"Yes. It won't take more than six or seven
hours to 2:it to my camp, if we go straight for
it."
"That's the way we will go, then."
The breakfast over with, our friends iqimediately began making preparations to leave the
111ot. Wild had decided to go with the prosvector to his camp. though he hardly thought he
ilad struck it as rich as what he claimed. Parsons' horse was in prettv good shape now, so
re would be no difficulty for him to keep up
ith the rest of the part~. When they set out
y were not long in discovering that the trail
prospector had followed to reach the river
almost directly across the one they had made
eominl? there. As they rode along- they soon
the hooforints made by the horses of the
villains the nil!'ht before.
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"Looks as thoug-h they're goin' back to thei~
camo." said Parsons, when Wild showed him the
tracks."
They continued on until noon, and then Parsons
assured them that they surely ought to get to
the end of the journey in two hours more.
"What are you i?oin' to do, Wild?" the scout
asked, as he dismounted to give his horse a
breathing- spell. "Stop here, or go on, an' wait
for our dinner till we g-it there?"
"I reckon we'll stop rig-ht here for an hour,
Charlie," the young deadshot answered. "It is
not altog-ether nice to fight on an emptv stomach.
The rascals may make it warm for us, and try
to keep us away from the camp of Parsons. That
would mean that we mit?ht be delayed in J?etting- our dinner. We will have it right here, I
reckon."
Wing- kindled a fire and made the coffee, after
which he proceeded to broil the meat they had,
while the scout's wife busied herself in makinJ?
up a t?enerous supply of corn-muffins. These
were baked Indian fashion, with two pans, one
over the top of the other and coals heape,I upon
the uppermost. It took a little over half an
hour to get the meal ready, but when it was·
ready it was a t?Ood one. Parsons declared that
he was not in the habit of eating- such g-rub, and
that he would never fori?et what they were doinl!:"
·
for him.
Re still seemed to be half-starved, but Wild
Jet him eat about all he wanted, for he knew
it would not hurt him now. When they had rested a little after the meal they set out ag-ain.
following the trail of Steve Lifter and his pards,
which was Quite plain nearly all the way. JuF\
about two hours after they had been in the
saddle the prospector ,suddenly recognized some
very familiar landmarks.
"Here we are!" he exclaimed, joyfully. "See
that bil!:" spur over there? Well. my camp is
right at ther foot of it. Nice little place there,
too. Runnin' water an' no end of l!'ood grass for
ther horses. A ·mile more an' we'll be there."
"Good!" Young- Wild West exclaimed, with a
nod of satisfaction. "You are all right at guessing distances, Jeff. I had an idea that it might
take all dav to get to your claim."
"Oh, no! I knowed jest about how far it was,
~ven if I did go way. around. I had to do that,
cause I hoped to throw them g-aloots off my
track. They was after me too full days, you
know."
"They are after you yet, too, only they are
not following you just now. We will be a little
careful, for most likely they have spotted us
coming- by this time."
"I s'pose they could see us if they was lookin'
·
this way."
"Of course. I reckon we had better chang-e
our course a little. We can reach that spur of
rock just as well by swing-ing off to the riJ?ht.
It will take a little long-er, but we will have a
high ridge to shield us from the view of the
villains, and that means that we tan g-et up
pretty close without them seeing us. Come on!
We'll strike off this way."
The young deadshot turned his sorrel stallion
sharply to the rig-ht as he finished speaking- and
thPn the rest did likewise, and in less than three
minutes the sour of rock could no lon~er be seen.
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Wild did not have to tell his partners and the
ii:irls to" keep their e yes open. They all were
pretty well -aware that the y were nearing what
might be calle~l dange'rous ground and they were
on the alert. · They rode on around for over a
·mile. Young Wild West hat! laid out the route
perfectly, and in a few minutes he was riding
along at the foot of 8\,.Wecipitous cliff. A couple
of hundred feet aheaa there was a turn, and
once around that they would be almost directly
at· the foot of the landmark. The young deadshot signaled for his companions to halt, and then
he quickly reined in Spitfire.
"I reckon we are prettv close to your camp,
Jeff," he said, in a low tone 'Of voice, a s the prospector looked at him inquiringly.
"I reckon so," was the reply. "You're g-oin'
to walk ther· rest of the way, then?"
. "Yes, it would hardly do to ride around there
and show ourselves all of a sudden. If the three
scoundrels are there they would most likely see
us before we set eves on them. Then they would
have time to get in the first shots. I am taking
no chances, Jeff, even though I know we have
'
got cowards to deal with."
Then the boy turned to !us two partners and
added:
"I reckon I'll see if they are there, boys. I
won't be gone very long."
LeavinJ? the sorrel standinJ? with the other
horses, the boy, without another word, started
softly toward the end of the cliff. As if he
knew the enem y were waiting for him, he pro~eeded without making the least noise. Those
in waiting- watched and saw him disappear around
the cliff, and then they P-rew anxious to know
what the result would be. It was not long that
thev had to wait.
In less than two minutes they saw the young
cleadshot coming back, using the same caution a s
he did when he left them.
"He's seen 'em all right. you kin bet on that!"
. exclaimed the scout.
Charlie was right in this. Wild had scarcely
got out of the sight of his friends when he came
in view of t he villains he was looking for. They
were sitting togetner under a big rock, watching
down into the little valley that lay below. The
boys did not offer to disturb them, but looked
a·r ound to see what else there was to be viewed.
To ,the left was a sort of cut in the cliff, and
the mouth of a shallow cave, partly concealed by
a couple of rag-ied blankets hanging over it, was
disclosed. Wild thought it might be the p:t·o spector's camp, so after satisfying himself that t he
three men were expecting some one to soon appear in the little valley below them, he gave a
nod of satisfaction and returned to his companions.
"How did yer make out, Wild?" Charlie a sked,
when the boy came to a halt before them.
"Fine," was the repl y. "The three sneakini:e
coyotes are around there, and they are waitin_g
for us to show up in the hollow riJ?ht below them.
That shows they saw us coming. But they have
made a little mistake in thinking we would show
up from that wa y, that's all." ·
lle laughed lightly as he said this, and Jeff
Parsons shook his head and exclaimed:
"I never did see sich coolness in all my born
,bvs!"

"Is that so, Jeff?" ,Wild ·asked, smilingly.
"Well, I don't see anything to get excited about.
Say, is your camp in a sort of cave?"
"Yes! yes!" was the eager reply.
"And did you leave a couple of old blankets
hanging over the open part of it?"
"I sartinly did. But I s'pose you could see it
from where you was;"
"Yes, I saw it all right. The three men wh o
are so anxious to get :vour gold away from
you are not very far from your camp. We
couldn't get there with{iut th._em seeing us, so I "
suppose we had better make them light out."
As he said this the vounJ? deadshot turned and
nodded to his ~wo partners. Charlie and Jim
knew well enough what the nod meant. They
were to get after the villains right away.
"Lead the way, Wild," said Dart, a s he drew
a revolver and gave a nod of satisfaction.
"That's it! Lead ther way, Wild," the scout
added.
The young deadshot's partners did not' have to
be told to make no sounds. They knew exactly
what was reauired of them, and without so much
as a whisper to each other they walked along.
When Wild rounded the turn and was able to
see the three villains, who had not moved a foot
from where they were when he saw them a few
short minutes before, he stopped. Charlie anrl
Jim came right on until they were able to see
them. ·The men were talking in • 1ow whispers ,
so the three could not hear what was being sai<l.
They were not more than twenty yards awa v.
and thinking- it best to have it over with a s soon
as po ssible, Wild nodded to his companions. and'
then walked softly toward them. Lifter and hi:<
pards were not looking that way, of course. and
it was not until the voung deadshot was wfthin
ten feet of them that they discovered his presence. Then one of t hem happened to look around.
and his exclamation of surprise and dismav wa s
·
quite enough to let the others know.
"So we meet again, do we," our hero said,
speaking in that same old cool and easy wa v of
.
.
his.
"Thunder! " exclaimed the one called Rooter,
his eyes almost starting from his head.
"No, it isn't thunder," t he boy r etorted. with
a light laugh. "The skv is altogether too clear
for anything like that. Don't touch your hardware. If you do it will be about the last t hingyou'll ever do on earth!"
Steve Lifter was up on his knees at t he t ime.
and he remained in t hat position, acting verv
much a s though he had suddenl:v become par,
alyzed.
"Get up!" commanded Wild, a s Cha rlie and J im
walked around and confronted them.
Slowly Rooter arose to his feet. Then L ifter
got up, and Tricky Jack was not lonJ? in fo llowinJ?
suit.
" Where are vour horses ?" Wild demanded, for
he could see nothing of them.
"Back here a little wa:vs." Lift~r answered.
"Haven't found Jeff Parsons's gold pocket yet,
.
I suppose?"
"No; we ain't been lookin' for it, either."
"You have been looking for us, though?"
"There ain't no use in denyin' it, Young Wild
West. I .reckon vou understand a whole lot about
human nature, as they calls it. Don't you think
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you've done about enough to us to make us feel
like gittin' yer ?"
"Probably you think that way. But if you
had been straight there would have been nothin_gdone to you, as you call it. One thing about it
7
is that we didn't hurt you any. The bath might•
have punished you a whole lot, but it really did
you good, if you onlv look at it that way. From
what I could see of you last night neither of you
appeared to be very clean. I can't say as you
look much that way now. But never mind about
that. You feel very bitter toward us becouse we
protected the man you were after. You . wanted
to find out where his gold was and you have
failed to do so. Then you decided that the best
thin_g- you could do would be to kill us all, just
because we had interfered. I believe I heard you
say last night that we were dangerous to all
such people as you are. Maybe we are. I am
-,rrad·to know 'you think that way. But you will .
find out just how dan11::erous we are before we g-et
throug-h with you. I don't imagine that this is
the last of it, even though I am going- to let
you g·o once more. You will come back, and you
, won't be ·lonl!' in doing it, either. You want revenge, Lifter, and vou want Parsons's gold. The
two rascals you have with you are the same as
vou in that way. But they are not quite as
clever as you are. There is nothing very bright
about you, but you nave got it on them in that
line by a l!'OOd margin. You are the brains of
the tln·ee, and thai, isn't saying much, either.
Now, then, just lea<l the way to your camp."
Steve Lifter was auite calm now.
!'Come on," he said. shrQgging his shoulders.
•1 reckon you kin soon see our camp. It ain't
more'n a couple of hundred yards from here."
"All right. You can put do.wn your hands, if
you like. But don't get them too near your
guns. If you do ·something might happen to
you."
,
Lifter turned and walked slowlv from the spot,
Wild going alon_g- at his side. Charlie ahd Jim
each came after them with the others, and in
this way they went around a turn and soon came
in sil!'ht of the camp, which was under a rather
broad ledge and close to a trickling stream that
came down from the rocks high above. The
horses were tied where they could graze, and
altogether it looked much like the average camp
of ordinarv prospectors.
"Do you like this place pretty well?" Wild
asked, in hh:; cool and easy way.
"It's good enough here, ain't it?" was the
• reply.
,
"I suppose so. But if you haven't succeeded
in striking anything worth while. mos.t likely
you would feel -like J?oing somewhere else."
"Well, if you say we've got to go we've got
· to, that's all."
·
"I am not goinJ? to sav that. What I will sav
is that we don't want to see anything of you
around here from now on. We are J?Oing to
stop at Parsons's camp a few days, you know."
"Boys, that means that we've got to light out,
hethe1· we want to or not,,. Lifter said, looking
at his two companions.
"See here,'1 and the youn_g- deadshot flashed a
meaning dance at him. "You say right here if
you want to. But mind h'ow you act, that's all.
Now, then, if you get shot it will be your own

fault."
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"What's ther use lettin' 'em stay here, Wild?"
spoke up Cheverine Charlie. "They can't keep
from botherin' with us. an' they know it. They
want to kill us, jest for satisfaction; an' they
want that J?old, too. If you let 'em . stay here
all they've got to do is to wait till they git ~
good chance, an' then they might do somethin'
afore they was stopped."
"Never mind, Charlie. I want to show them
this is a free country. They can do as they nlease
now. But .they must not forget that where there
is no means of l!'aining redress by the law people
have to take matters in their own hands. We'll
see how far they will go. If they reach the end
of the rope they will know it soon enough."
Having settled upon what he was going to do,
our hero now took a look at the surroundings,
and , then said :
"All right, Lifter. You and your pards are
going to make this your headquarters while you •
are waiting for the chance to get the gold and
the revenge you seek. · That is all understood. We
will leave you now. Don't forget that this is a
free country, and if a man don't want to •wear
boots or shoes he can go barefooted. That's the
wav to look at it. If you don't like a man, or
somebody stands in your way, kill them. It is
a free country, sure enou,rh."
Then the young dedshot coolly turned and
started .from the spot.
"Come on, boys,'' he called out, and then. they
soon rounded a bend in the cliff and were out
of sight of Lifter and his pards. ·

CHAPTER V.-Hop Shows the Villains Some of
His Sleight-of-Hand.
The girls and the prospector were waiting patiently, and after what seemed to be a long time
thev heard Wild calling to them to come on. A
few seconds later he appeared and then they lost ,
no time in moving to the spot, the two heathens
bringing up the rear with the pack-horses .
"Where are they, Wild?" Arietta asked, as she
hurried to meet her dashinl!." young lover, who
was waiting, for her.
"They are only two or three hundred feet
away, Et,'' he answered. "I reckon they are going to· stay there, too. Their camp is there."
"You didn't make them leave, then?" ·
"No; they seemed to think they had a right to
stay, if they wanted to, so I told them to do as
they thought best. Of course, I warned them to
look out for themselves."
.
"The villains ought to be driven away, but if
you feel like givin_g- them a chance it is all
right, Wild. I know they won't appreciate it,
thouJ?h."
"Of course they won't. But that is civing them
a chance, iust tlfe same."
Jeff Parsons no sooner got ar.ound in sight of
his camp than he hurried to it. Jim Dart was
right after him, and when the two looked around
they saw that there was little left there that was
worth anything.
"They've took my •fryin'-pan · ari' coffee-pot," .
the prospector said, shaking his head. "A couple
of good blankets was here, too, an' they're gone.
The thievin' skunks!"
"You won't need the cooking utensils, Jetf."
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"Tanglefoot." Hop answered, and then he took
Dart answered. "But I reckon we'll get them
for you, anvhow. You just find otlt what is miss- .a good big swallow.
"Hey! Give us some of that!" almost shouted
fog and I'll bet Wild won't be long in getting
Steve Lifter, ancl he fairly leaped before the
them back."
"What's that. Jim?" the young deadshot asked clever Chinee.
Before Hoo could prevf>nt it, the flasl: was
as he joined them at the mouth of the cave.
"The three rascals have raided Jeff's camp. taken from his hand. He did not care ab')ut that.
They have taken away about everything he had though he made out that he did. It hao:,ened
that it was not hardly half full , anyhow, a11d
that was worth anything."
"ls that so? I'll send Hop over to get the when Steve had sampled it there was very little
left.
'
things, then. Come here, Hop."
"You kin divide what there is in ther bottle, "
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the clever Chiboys," he said . with a grin. as Rooter took the
nee was not long in getting there.
"You go over to those fellows at the camp flask from him. "Don't git hoggish over it,
around the bend and tell them you want the either. It don't look nice to see fellers act like
things .thev took from here. Tell them I say hogs."
Rooter took about half of what was left, and
they had better give them up or there will be
when Tricky Jack had finished it he bowed in a
trouble."
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me go velly Quickee, mocking sort of way and handed the empty flask
to the heathen.
~
• so be."
"Got any m_ore ?" he asked.
"Tell him what you want him to get, Jeff."
"No," was the reply: "you take allee me g-0ttee.
The prospector Quickly did this and then Wild
led the way to show the Celestial just where the so be. Me velly muchee solly."
camp was. Wild did not intend to take very big
"It's a wonder you couldn't have brought a
chances in sendin_g- Hop there. He meant to be bigger bottle when vou come for them things."
on the watch, so he could see what transpired, said Tricky Jack, looking as though he was very
though he was confident that the villains would sorry indeed that such had not been the case."
"Maybe me makee some nicee tanglefoot," Hoo
not offer to harm him.
Wild kept his hand close o his revolver as he spoke up, suggestively.
"You've got to have a still to make whisky,
TTent around the bend. When he saw the three
men moving about he l!,'ave a nod of satisfaction heathen," remarked Steve Lifter, somewhat
tartly.
and said to the Chinaman.
"Allee light; me keepee still; me makee tangie"Now then, Hop, you go on over there. I'll
wait behind this rock, and I won't let them see f t."
To show that he meant business, Hop tendered
me."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and then Hop walk- the empty flask to Rooter an-d added:
ed leisurely toward the trio, who had not yet no"You gittee lis fullee wattee, so be."
"There .ain't no use in <loin' that,;, the villain
ticed that any one was near them.
It happened that• Steve Lifter was the first replied. "You ain't likely to make water turn
.
to see him, and when be did he immediately called into whisky.''
the attention of the others. Then they all showed
"Lat whattee me do vellv muchee quickee, so
be," · declared the clever Chinee.
slight signs of uneasiness.
"Velly nicee day, so be," Hop exclaimed, as he
"Stop this nonsense!" exclaimed Lifter, angrily.
"Let ther blamed heathen take ther stuff he come
hastened to them.
"What do vou want, heathen?" Lifter asked, for an' then git away from here. If it wasn't
-that Young Wild West an' his pards was su
frownin_g- darkly.
"Young Wild West allee samee sendee me here close by I'd go through him an' see what he's
to gittee um tlings whattee you take flom um got in his pockets. But there ain't no use 1n..,..
startin' ther trouble goin' so soon. Give him ther
plospector."
blankets, too, Jack.''
"We didn't take nothin'."
"Allee light. Me tellee Young Wild West vellv
Tricky Jack got the two blankets that belonired
to Parsons and tossed them on the ground near
muchee Quickee. He comee gittee, so be."
"Hold on, heath n. I reckon there is a fryin'- Hop's feet. But the Chinaman did not seem to
pan an' pot here that Parsons went away an' be in a hurry abo,µt leaving. There was olentv
left. They ain't no ii:ood to us, so you kin take of water close at nand, so he calmly walked over
to it and proceeded to fill the flask.
•'em if yer want to."
"Me wantee two blankets, too, so be."
"Me makee um watte allee same turnee into
"You do, eh? Well, I reckon you won't git 'em. velly goodee tanglefoot, so be," he declared. "Me
We ain't got no blankets here what don't belong veUy smartee Chinee. Gottee uncle in China·
whattee velly muchee smarf'ee, and me allee
to us, and don't think we have, either."
samee likee my uncle."
"Allee light."
The Chinaman coolly sat down upon a bil!.' stone
"I reckon he is a puttv smart heathen, Steve,"
and looked around, as though he was much pleas- Rooter ventured to SlJ.V just then. "He sartinly
ed with the scenery. The three men passed a done somethin' when thev had us in ther water
few words in low tones, and then the coffee-pot last night what no •one was lookin' for. I seen
was produced. The frying-pan came next, and as him light somethin', an' then ther first thing I
it was thrown upon the ground at his feet Hop knowed there was an ..JlWful bang, an' I couldn't
smiled blandly, and then drew a half-oint ·_ flask see anything for smoke, an' I come nigh gittin'
drowned at ther same time. Any heathen as kill
from one of his pockets.
"What have you got there, heathen?" Tricky do sich things as that miJ?ht do other thin2'
.Tack asked, showing no little eagerness.
that's worth lookin' at. Let him J?O ahead.
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he kin make a flask of whisky for us I reckon
we kin drink it all right."
"Yes, if he kin make it, I reckon we kin," and
Lifter laughed, sneeringly. .
Hop did not seem to be at all afraid 1 of the
villains. He placed the cork in the flask of
water and then wiped 1t dry.
"Now, Jen," be observed. calmly nodding to the
men, "you watchee me."
Hop ·soon placed the fl.ask on a rock, standing
it ~o it could not easily ·fall over. Then the big,
:vellow silk handkerchief that helped him perform his mystifying tricks so often was brought
to this aid. Again telling them to watch him. the
Chinaman threw the handkerchief over the fl.a;;k
on the rock and then proceeded to carefully arrange it so the· bottle would stand out in full
shape, even though it was cov~red by the handkerchief.
·
Of course, the , three _,spectato:t;1, who ':"ere now
quite interested had no idea that he had placed
another flask which -eontained whiskv upon the
rock when he covered the other one with the
handkerchief. But that was all in the trick. The
flask of water was slipped under his blouse to
a pocke that was right there to receive it, an·d
hen all Hop. had to do was to make out that
e was placing the handkerchief in a certain way,
so it would help him make th~ water turn to
whisky. Having ananged it th~ way he wanted to, he stepped back, -and then lookifig at the
sky for a few seconds. he began muttering over
a ·g-ibberish that sounded strange and unnatural
to his little audience.
"Magic, I 1~ckon," Rooter whispered to his
comp~nion s.
'
"Rot!" exclaimed Lifter.
Tricky Jack said nothing.
Hop was just in the humor to _give it to them
J('ood and strong, so he added a little to the
• trick. First he reached clown and blew his _breath
upon the handkerchief. Then he told the three
men to do the same thing. Steve declined, with
1m exclamation of disgust.
Tricky Jack and
Rooter obliged.
"Lat makee allee light," Hop said, cheerfully.
"Um bleath allee samee go thlough um handkelchief and bottle and make watee turnee to tangle-,
foot. Muchee ma;dc, so be."
Then he stepped away from the rock an<t added,
looking at Rooter:
"You Jookee."
"I reckon I will. But I ain't thinkin' that there
is anythinl!' but water in ther flask," he answered.
as he took up th€ handkerchief.
When the 'flask was disclosed it could not be
~een whether it was water or not. since it was
of a brownish, or amber color. The onlv way
to tell was to taste it.
"Tastee," urged Hop. "Velly goodee taaglefoot."
"I reckon a swaller of water won't hurt no
man," declared Rooter, resignedly.
Then he removed the cork and placed the
ask to his lips. He took a good swallow and
Rmacked his lips.
"It's whisky all right, boy.s!" he. exclaimed. "I
reckon ther heathen done jest as he said he
would;"
. "Lemme see," said Tricky Jack, and he quickly
aeized the flask.
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He took a good smell and then tried it. Two
big swallows went down his throat before Rooter
grabbed the fl.ask from . him.
·
"You ain't goin' to take it all," the latter declared. · "There ain't n~ use makin' a hog of yourself."
He took a couple of swallows . himself and then
offered the, flask to Lifter.
"Take some, Steve, it's all right. Mighty !!'OOd
stuff."
.
,
"I don't want none of it. Don't try to make a
fool out of me," was the gruff 1·etort.
Hop took the flask.
·
"Misler Steve," he said, calmly, while a bland
smile showed on his yellow face, "me bettee you
ten dol\ee it velly goodee tanglefoot in um
bottle."
"Y ou'IJ do what?" cried the villain, for he was
_getting i·eal angrv now.
• "He says he'll bet ver ten· dollars that it's,.
whisky, Steve," said Trickv Jack. "You'll lose
if yer take ther bet."
·
"Shet up, will ver ?" 'roared Steve. "What's
ther use of keepin' this humbug goin' like this?
As if a heathen. or any other man could make
water turn to whisky! But I'll bet him ten dollars, iest ther same. J can't make money any
f!a..<,ier, I reckon."
·
Hon counted out ten dollars and waited for
him to produce. Lifter laid that, amount on the
rock. . The Chinaman covered it.
"Now, you two fools, who think yourselv• so
blamed smart, kin see me take a drink from ther
flask," said Steve, as he took it from Hop's hand.
"But you kin remember that I'm gittin' ten dollars jest for doin' it. Maybe that'll make yer
laugh. But I don't care if it does."
He raised the flask and took a taste of what
was "in it. · A look of amazement instantly shone
on his face, and then he gave vent to an oath.
But he did not· let go the flask, however.
Up it went to his mouth again, and did not stop
until he had drained it. Hop calmly pocketed the
money. ,
"Me velly smartee Chinee," he said, innocently.
"Give me back that ten dollars, heathen!"
cried Steve, for he no doubt felt that it was he
who had made a fool of hi'mself, instead of his
pards. "Shell out in a hurry! That was a
mighty fine trick you played, but you ain't goin'
to git th.er best of me."
•
"Lat allee light,'' Hop answered, as he .turnetl
to pick up the things he }'lad come to the camp
for. "You lose you money, so be; me allee samee
keepee."
"If you don't give me back that ten dollars
right -away I'll break this .f lask over your head!"
He raised it to show that he meant to do as be
threatened. Crack! A revolver shot rang out
and the fl.ask was broken into fragments. Then
Young Wild West, who had been watching all
that took place, stepped into view.
"Hop,'' said he, in his cool and easy way, "get
what you were sent after and come on back to
the camp."
The three villains acted as though they would
like to have the ground open and hide them from
sight. Hop grinned, just as though he knew it
was going· to turn out that way, and procf!eded to
gather up the blankets and cooking uten:;;ils•. He
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had got rid of a little whisky, but as he had received ten dollars 'for it, he was well satisfied.
When he was ready to go, he walked over to
where our hero was waiting and then the two
walked back to the camp, leaving the villains
standing there in silence.

CHAPTER VI.-Steve Lifter Makes an Important Discovey.

?

Steve Lifter and his two pards did not move
until they were satisfied that Young Wild West
was really gone. Then the former nodded his
head slowly and said:
"What's this business comin' to, I'd like to
know?"
"If we give up tryin' to git Parsons' gold, an'
go on away from here, there won't be nothint
more to happen," answered Rooter, shaking his
head, sadly. "I reckon I've got enough of it."
"You have, eh? What's the matter with you?"
snarled Steve. his eyes now blazing with anger.
"Do I look like thPl' man what would give up,
after what's jest happened ag'in? Didn't yer
see that whisky flask fly to pieces when that kid
.shot it? Do you s'pose I'm goin' to stand a thing
like that?"
"What are you goin' to do about it, Steve?"
It was Tricky Jack who asked the question.
o about it?"
"Yes-do about it?"
· "Why, I'm goin' to fix Young Wild West jest as
soon as I kin."
Steve's pards were certain!~ going back on him,
and it astounded him · as he realized it..
"What's the matter with you two galoots?" he
asked, after a short silence.
"I said I had enough of it," Rooter declared.
"An' I have, too," chimed in Tricky.
"Yer ain't goin' to stick to me, then?"
"Not if ver mean to stay here," Rooter answered, boldly, at the same time watching- the vii•
lain closely, so he would not have a chance to
shoot.
"There ain't no use in me quarrelin' with you
two fellers," Steve said, as he turned and looked
pleasantly at them. "You've been good friends
of mine, an' I'm ther sort of a man what appreciates such things. Jest 'cause we don't all
see things through ther same eyes don't say that
we ain't goin' to agree. If you both feel as
though we ought to go away from here, we'll go.
But I'll come back ag'in, if I have to do it all
alone.' I want Young Wild West's life, an' I
want his partners' lives, too! I want Jeff Parsons's gold, too, an' I'm goin' to have it."
"I think if we could make 'em believe we was
goin' away from hel'e for good we could sneak
back an' do somethin'," Tricky Jack ventured to
say.
"So do I," Rooter declared, nodding his head.
"I'm glad yer think that way, boys," and Steve
nooded approvingly. "We'll start away from
here in !l- few minutes. Before we go I want to
sneak around an' see how they look. Most likely
they'll stay right at Parsons' camp. But I want
to see what they look like."
The two nodded, and then Lifter set out down
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a little hill so he might go on around to the right
of the camp of our friends.
Steve Lifter went on down and aroun,;I and
was soon creeping toward the top of the high
ground that overlooked the camp where our
friends had put up. He went with all the. caution
he possessed, for he feared that if he should happen to be seen sneaking around in that way a
bullet might suddenly cut short his career. At
length he reached a point from which he could
look down and see the camp pretty well. He took
notice that things had been fixed up rather neatly
in front of th,e cave, and that the horses belonging- to the party were tied a short distance away
where there was both grass and water. Steve did
not ling-er very long-. But when he decided to
return he thought he would move a little further
before doing so. It was what he 'thought to be a
gre~t streak of luck that came to him when he
did this,"for he had not gone more than a couple
of hundred feet when he suddenly found an opening in the ground which seemed to be the mouth
of a passage that led to an underground place.
Steve thought that he had found where Parsons
had struck his gold pocket. The cull'Iling villain's face lit up with a smile of triumph.
"I've been right around this way afore," he
muttered, "an' I -never noticed this place. ~here's
a big rock the ~ that has rolled over. It must
have covered ther hole. There's where Parsons
found his gold, I'll bet!"
He scrambled down a short descent and then
paused before the opening. The:i.r certainly was
nothing there that had the appearance of gold.
But that did not discourage him. After looking
all around him to make sure that he was not
being _watched, he stepped into the opening.
A heap of fresh earth lay U,ere and as he
paused and looked at the big rock he had noticed,
he came to .the conclusion right away that there
must have been a cave-in recently, and that the
rock had rolled over as a consequence. A keen
observer might have noticed more than Steve did
just then. He would have decided right away,
probably. that a big chunk of eal'th and rock had
become dislodged from some cause or other, and
that in descending suddenly the rock had given
way fi:orn the force of it, leaving the opening
there. Steve ventured a little way into the cav~.
Light enough entered for him to see pretty well,
and he was not long in .satisfying himself that the
cave ran back in the form of a rude oblong, and
that there was an opening at the_ other end.
Lifter went on through, looking carefully at the
rough, rocky walls for depo its of gold. But he
saw none, and finally he went dO\\'.n a rather steep
slope and found himself at a rather narrow
opening. There was a gully outside, and the
instant he saw it he knew where he was.
"This is what I call good l" he exclaimed, so
pleased that he spoke aloud. "We'll make out
that we're leavin', but instead of goin' away we'll
jest come around an' make this our hidin'-place,.
It is so close to ther camp of Young Wild West
that we won't dare to make much noise. But I
reckon it'll be all right for our purpose. We'll
bring what we've gut to eat in here, an' fetch
ther horses in, too. There's wate1: tricklin' down
in ther corner over there, an' it won't take lonJP:
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to git enough fodder for ther horses in there-enough to last a couple of days will do, I sorter CHAPTER VIL-Arietta Goes After a Panther.
think. I've got it now! We'll lay low until toYoung Wild West and hi;; friends heard the
~ght, an' then maybe we kin do somethin'. Rev~nge is sweet, so they say, an' here's where I'm villainous trio as they rode away, but not one
of them thought they meant to go away f r good.
goin' to git mine!"
Cheyenne Charlie climbed to the top of an
He thought it best to go back to his waiting
companions and let them know of his discovery. elevation and was jusl in time to see the th1·ee
Out he went, and then walking rapidly he soon horsemen disappear behind a bend in the cliffs.
As they were going directly away at the time
neared the camp he intended to desert without
delay. Rooter and Tricky Jack were just finish- the scout did not think they were simply going
ing the task cf packing up their belongings when to make a turn a hundred yards further on and
he arrived. The exultant gleam in Steve's eyes then come almost directly back. Jeff Parsons
ha~ fea~·ed to sho"." where his gold pocket was
told him that he had something to tell them.
Lifter was not long in telling how he had dis- while Lifter and his pards were so close by, but
he thought they were no longer around he
covered the cave. But it seemed that they did not once
ready to let the young deadshot and his comshare his delight over it as much as they should. was
pa1110ns see it. The amp had been put in a very
He thought that way, anyhow, and he frowned as comfortable shape, and the locality being
a pleashe proceeded to give his reasons why they should ant one, the girls would have been contented
to
be a lot pleased about it.
• remain there for several days.
•
"Yer ain't ag'in there, are yer?" he asked, when
But Wild had assured them all that they would
he had concluded.
not stay long after they found the flour was running low.
"No, of course not," Tricky Jack answered .
"Say," spoke up Parsons, "I reckon it's about
"I'm willin' enough," Rooter chimed in. Let's
time I showed you folks my gold. You come here
go on right away."
with me to protect it for me, an' yer might as
This somewhat mollified the villain.
"All right," he said. "But afore we go we well- see it."
"Just as you feel about it, Jeff," the young
ought to leave somethin' here that will make
Young Wild West feel putty sure that we've gone_ deadshot answered, with a smile.
"I'm ready right now. Come on. It ain't but
for good."
"Write something on that black rock," suggest- a few steps from here, though you wouldn't
never think of findin' gold there."
ed Rooter, as he pointed to a rock that had a
All hands were quite interested, for there is
rather smooth surface that looked as though it something
alluring about gold, especially when it
would readily ans·wer the purpose of a black- lies in its natural
state. Jeff turned and walked
board. along the foot of the cliff, and all but Wing, the
"Yes," spoke up Tricky Jack. "There's plenty coqk, · followed. Parsons went along for perhaps
of soft yaller stone around here that's jest as a hundred_ feet, and then almost where they had
good as chalk."
been passing over two or three times since they
"A good idea," and the leader of the trio nod- had been there he came to a stop.
"See that big chunk of white stone?" he said,
ded his approval.
He quickly found a piece that would answer his pointi~g to the 01?je~t, which was apparently a
purpose, and then, in ill-shaped but pretty plain good-sized rock st1ckmg up from the sandy soil.
They all told him they did see it, for they could
letters, he inscribed the following:
not help seeing it, for that matter, and then Jeff
looked around, as though he feared some one else
"To Young Wild West:
might be watching, and then said:
"We have goan way now you won't see us_no
"Well, that stone covers my gold pocket. It1s
moa1·.
about ther -neatest pocket of gold you've ever seen
"Steve Lifter and pards."
an' I'll bet you'll say so, too."
'
Then he got in a crouching attitude and by an
Then he read the inscription slowly, and Rooter effort, -pushed the big stone over.
'
A hole that was V-shaped and right in a layer
was satisfied.
.
"That'll make 'em think we've gone for good," of solid rock was disclosed. "There she is!" the prospector exclaimed, ti:ihe declared.
umphantly. "There's plenty of ther shinin' yaller
The villain then proceeded to fix his horse, and stuff down there.
I've chipped some of it from
having done so he swung himself in the saddle.
ther rocks already, an' I know jest what I'm
"Come on, boys!" he called out, loudly. "I talkin' about."
_,reckon we're leavin' this place for good. We
Wild dropped upon his hands and knees and
ain't wanted here, an' if we stay around much peered down . into the hole. Sure enough, there
onger most likely we'll git cleaned up. The1·e's was gold there. It •clung to the sides of the rock
hem here what thinks ther earth was only made in )?articles, but a s to how much th'! pocket confor them; an' jest 'cause they've sorter got things tained he could not estimate _just then. But he
their own way, they ain't willin' to give no one decided that there might be a fortune there or
else a show."
possibly only two or thre~ thousand doll~rs'
The three left the spot then, riding away with worth.
"It is all right, Jeff," he said, rising to his feet.
a clatter that surely must have been heard by our
"I reckon you struck it rich, all right."
(riends in the camp so close by.
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Jeff lost no fime in dropping into the hole, compelled to listen to that all night. I reckon·
we'll have to get him."
which was not more than five feet in depth.
"Let me, Wild," spoke up Arietta. "I am sure
''There's a kinder passage runnin' a little way
to th£;r right, here," he said, "but it don't go very I can bring down the beast if I can only see it
far, an' then comes to a point. There's plenty of eyes."
The cream of the panther again ran out.
scales on ther rock. It's about covered with 'em."
"Good! I think you m.ight as well take out They all located the direction now, and sa sfied
some of the dust right no<'.. You can get a lot that his sweetheart would have no difficulty in
shooting it, Wild remained seated with the rest
before supper-time.'1
"If one of you will git my pick an' a pan for of the party. Arietta walked along, Hop following close behind her, carrying a piece of rope.
me, I will."
"Me gittee," Hop exclaimed, and he quickly ran •
He meant to hitch the rope about the carcass
and drag it in to camp in that way. Another
to do so.
There was only room for one down in the scream from it showed that it was still there. A
pocket, so no assistance could be given the pros- couple of crags arose sharply before the starlit
pector just then. Wild was now quite well satis- sky, and between them was a bunch of prickly
11.ed that Jeff Parsons' fn:id was not going to pan bushes. It was there that the· panther must be.
out half as big as he thought. Yet there might
The girl held her rifle in readiness to shoot, debe a lead, where the gold was in a thick layer, pending upon the fiery eyes of the beast to show
running back from the hole. But this was only N)r the target she must aim for. The two were
a possibility and not probable. Hop soon brought • £breed to get out of sight of those at the camp,
the necessary implements, and then Parsons went and when he could no longer see them Wild arose
taken. As
at work- with a will. He chipped off the pieces of and started in the direction they h
rock rapidly, our hero and the rest looking on he walked slowly in the direction the two had
irom above. In twentv minutes Jeff had taken taken the report of Arietta's Remington sounded
off enough to fill two oi: three pans. But eighty on the still night air. A gurgling growl followed,
per cent. of the chips were pieces of rock with and then a scream rang out ·with startling disonly a coating of gold. Tired out, he now per- tinc~ess. Young Wild West bounded forward,
mitted our friends to lift out the stuff.
like a shot.
"How much do you think that's worth?" he
asked, when it was all out and lying in a heap.
"I don't know, Jeff. But I should say there was CHAPTER VIII.-The Villains Score a Triumph
a couple of hundre.d dollars' worth there," the
young deadshot answered. The face of the prosSteve Lifter and his pards did not 1·ide very far
pector fell.
away when they left the spot where they had been
"No more than that?" he questioned, doubt- camped. They .did keep going in a nearly
ingly.
straight line away from the place for about three
"Hardly, I think."
minutes. Then Steve threw up his hand for thl'
"Why, I've got more than half of what there is others to halt, and he quickly reined in his hor""·
there."
"I reckon this is plenty far enough, boys," '.i~
"No, you haven't. There's lots there yet. SuJ?- said, with a nod of satisfaction. "They'll sarti11,;
pose we take this over to the brook and wash 1t think we're gone for good. Now, we'll git arou r..J
out?"
to ther gully an' it won't take us five minute., to
"Sartin."
git to that nice c ve I found. I hope they'll enjoy
They easily carried the pile to the brook, and read in' ther notice I put on ther rock. Ha! ha!
when they found there was not so very much -ha!"
weight to it, they all understood pretty well that
The three turned their horses and rode along
Jeff had failed to. come up to what he thought he at a walk until they came to the gully. Steve
had in the pocket. But the1·e was no telling yet kept a sharp watch, for he feared that some one
as to the extent of the find.
belonging to Young Wild West's camp might be
"Putty fine ore, this," Cheyenne Charlie re- looking around. But the villain saw nothing that
marked, as he was assisting in the· washing proc- would indicate such being the case, and it wa;;
ess. "But I reckon you'll have to have it melted with a sigh of satisfaction that he stopped ht,
out afore you kin say yo-µ've got much, Jeff.''
horse within a few feet of the entrance to the
Parsons insisted on covering the hole with the cave. He dismounted, and when his companion.,;
big tone when he was through for the day.
had done likewise he was not long in showing
"I don't want them three rascals to know where them the inside of the roomy cave. After lookmy pocket is," he declared. "They'll be comin' ing things over carefully they led the horse inback at any time, for they think I've got as much side, after which Lifter proposed that they collcrt
as a million here an' they want it.''
food for the horses and carry it in, so if they were
By thi time the sun was well down and the forced to lie low before they got through with the
supper was about ready. Supper w~s eaten and business they had on hand the animal s would not
the1, the shades of night came on apace. The go hungry.
Jt took them about tw_e nty minutes to gather
stars soon came out, and all was still, save the
rippling ·of the water in the brook. As it grew what thev thought would be sufficient, and then
darker the yowling of a panther suddenly sounded they carried it a11 inside, along with the outfit
and provisions -they had with them, and were
quite close at hand.
"There's game, boys," Young ·wild West said, ready to take a rest.
"Steve, didn't you say you come in this here
with a laugh. "l reckon that fellow is a little
out nf his: latitude. But I don't propose to be rave bv ;,,nothn wav?" Rooter asked. after he had
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lighte<I his pipe, preparatory to taking a comfortable smoke.
"Sartin ly I did," was the reply. "I was jest
thinking about that when you spoke. That place
h&s got to be stopped up. We don't want to let
Young Wild West, or any of ther rest of 'em
find it. If they did find it they might come sneakin' in an' surprise us. I reckon we'd better 'tend
to its right away. There ain't no need of takin'
any -ri5ks, not when we ain't got to, boys."
"Of course there ain't," declared Tricky Jack,
shrugging his shoulders.
"~ome on," said Steve, and he started toward
the other end of the cave, walking in a very carele;,s way.
,
Rooter and Tricky Jack went after him, both
looking admiringly at him, but neither saying a
word. When they found themselves outside where
the cave-in had occurred, and thus laid bare the
opening, they •shook their heads and Tricky Jack
exclaimed:
"Sorter wonderful, I reckon. Must have happened jest for our benefit, Steve."
"Well, we've found a mighty good hidin'-place,
so ther next thing to do is to clean out Young
Wild West an' his pards, an' Jeff Parsons, too.
We'll have them gals on our hands, I s'pose. But
I reckon we could be a whole lot worse off. They
are all mighty putty, if I'm any jedge of beauty,
boys."
"Can't be beat!" declared Rooter. "But· I'm
thinkin' that they'll do some shootin' afore they
let us take 'em prisoners."
"Then there's them two heathens," Tricky Jack
spoke up. "One of 'em is a mighty dangerous
customer to deal with, I think. We've seen
enough out of him to know that."
"I don't count ther gals an' ther heathens as
anythin'," said Steve, shaking his head decisively.
"I don't count Parsons as much, either. If we kin
manage to shoot Young Wild West an' his pards
in a hurry ther rest is bound to be easy. But
lets close this hole so they won't find the cave."
"How are we goin' to do it without shuttin'
our elves out hei;e?" Rooter asked, looking puzzled.
"We can't," Steve retorted, looking at him pityingly. "You ain't quite a fool, are yer, Rooter?"
"Well, I won't say about that. I know my
brain~ ain't never had much of a chance to develop, a3 they call it. But I suppose we kin easy
ri· around to ther other enti·ance, after we've
cl"~ 1 thi s from ther .outside."
"Of course. Why didn't you think of that
fir·'--?''
•
•
•
"l don't know, Steve. But come on, What's
ther use of talkin' about my blame dumbness?
I ran't help it, anyhow."
Trickv Jack laughed so hearty then that Steve
h::icl to. warn him that he mhrht be heard by
treir enemies. This had the effect of keeping
J-im Quiet, and as Rooter was satisfied to remain
hat wav, there was little conversation until the'
1·c-ck had been rolled over so it concealed the
opening. In order to do this Steve went into the
cave first and brought out a pick and shovel.
Then it was but a short .iob, and the thing was
accomplished. But evidence of tpe digging at
the fresh dirt was there, and the leader of the
mo said he was afraid their enemies might susI
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pee;; something if they happened to come around
that way.
"But," he added, trying to throw aside the feeling, "it ain't likely they would think anything
muc;,ll of it. if they was to come an' see where
ther diggin' has been done. They wouldn't think
there was a cave here, anyhow."
Then th~ three went along the cliff until they
found a place that was easy to ire.t to the top.
Once up there, they soon got down to the other
side, and then all went in the cave, feeling that
they had surely accomplished a whole lot toward
the purpose thev had in view. The afternoon
wore on and it was not lon,r after they e:ot back
when they began to think of getting something
to eat.
"A cold supper, boys," said- Steve, with a grin.
"That means -a warm breakfast, that's sartin.
We're goin' to finish our work to-night. an' in
the mornin' we'll have breakfast cooked by a
Chinee cook. Maybe them gals will lend a hand
about it, too-ver can't never tel). But I'm · jest
a!' sure that we'll clean up Youn,r Wild West an'
his pards this night, as I am that ,I'm livin' at this
minute."
·
"I hope vou're right. Steve," remarked Rooter.
"So do I," chimed in Tricky Jack.
"You'll both see that I am. Don't foridt that,
boys! I reckon I know what I'm talkin' about.
I may not be up to snuff when it comes to fig-htin' fair an' square, with Young Wild West, but
I reckon at what they calls cleverness an' strategy I kin give 'em cards an' spades."
"Then you think it'll be easier to make the-'ll.
,rals behave themselves if we kin only e:it rid of
the kid an' his pards an' Jeff Parsons?" Tricky
Jack Queried.
"Why won't it be easy? What kin they do,
anyhow? Wimmen is wimmen, no matter where
they are, or what they're <loin'. These ain't no
diffe1e;1t than any others, onlv that maybe they
kin shoot putty good, an' are used to roughin'
it. But when they find that they are left alone
-:that the ones they've been puttin' faith in are
dead an' won't never come to life ag-'in-they'll
mi,rhty soon give wav an' be glad enough to let
us take 'em under our care an' protect 'em. I'm
only reasonin' now, boys, but if what I say ain't
sound sense jest tell me about it."
"It sartinly are sound sense, Steve," Rooter
declared, fully resigning himself to do just as
the leader wanted.
"I don't see how it could be called unreasonable," Tricky Jack hastened to say. "We'll chuck
dice for them gals after we git 'em."
"Wait till we git 'em," snapned Steve. "I want
you two fellers to understand one thing. I'm a
mightv bad· man-some might call me a rascalbut I ain't never had no idea of harmin' a woman
or a gal any more than to handle 'em a little
rough-like to carry out a point. I don't intend
that either of them three gals is goin' to be
harmed. But I do think that they'll all be dad
to place themselves under our care when they
find that the kid an' his pards is dead. Then
it will be different. If \hey feel like marryin'.
why, we're ther ones as will be ready to accommodate •em .iest as soon as a preacher kin be
found. I've read a few books in my time, an'
it generallv turns out that when them as is bein'
wrote about !!"its ther best of their en,imfos an'
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lands • big pile of gold, they git~ married to
ther gals of their choice at ther wind-up. That's
iher way we want thi's to be. We'll marry when
everything else is settled. Them three gals come
along just to help make it come out in ther
right shape, boys. I honestly believe thev did,
blamed if I don't!"
They talked alang in this vein until finally
Steve's two pards became thoroughly· convinced
that it was going to be very easy to accomplish
all he ~aid. But presently they thought about the
cold su pper, and .iust as the sun was setting and _
darkness was coming on they ate, washing down
the food they had with cool. sweet water obtained right in the cave. It was just about dark
when they were done, and Lifter proposed that
they go out and find out how things were going
on at the camp.
"It won't take us more than three or four
minutes to git 1·ight where we kin look down
on 'em. They won't be able to see us in ther
dark, an' as they'll · sartinly have a fire, or 3.
lantern lit, we'll see jest what they're doin'. Maybe we'll git a good chance to shoot 'em, too."
"An' we'd better take a rope with us," suggested Jack. "We might need it to tie up ther.
gals and ther two heathens."
"Of course, we'll take a rope. It will come
in handy to git down to 'em in a hurry, if we
happen to want to."
Tricky Jack got a lariat which was among the
supplies they had, and then they all picked up
the carbines they had with them and were :i;eady
to go outside.
"I'm a little sorrv we closed ther other hole,
boys," the leader said, as they were going out.
"It would have been shorter for us. But," he
added, "it's all right enough. It ain't goin' to
take us more'n four minutes, at ther most, to
git right where we want to."
Out thev went and proceeded to climb to the
top of the high g-round, all three feeling auite
confident that they were going to accomplish
great things.
"Ther first thing I'm goin' to do when it's over
will be to make that smart heathen git out some
good whisky," declared Rooter, smacking his lios
in anticipation of wetting them with liauor.
"Maybe he can't make water turn to whisky, as
you say, Steve. But he sartinly must have some
of ther good· old stuff on hand."
Up they went, moving along with as much caution as they could bring to the fore. As luck
would have it, they reached the top of the cliff
just as the panther let out its first yell. The
sound came from a point very close to them. and
involuntarily the three villains paused. .
"A panther!" said Tricky Jack, acting very
much as though he wanted to get a shot at it.
"Yes, an' mighty close by, too," Steve answered. "B1.1t don't go to shootin' at it, even if it
comes ri,zht afore yer an' wants to give you ther
chance. We're after bigger game than panthers
jest now."
·
They turned a little to the left and went on.
the cries of the beast continuing. It was not
more than five minutes after leaving the cave
that the trio of villains -were at a point from
which they could look down upon the camp. There
was a brightly burning fire then:. and when
they saw one of the e:irls a'nd a C11inaman leave

the rest and start cautiously from the camp
they at first did not know what to make of it.
But it auickly came to them that the girl wanted
to get a shot at the panther and, surprised and
delighted, they waited.
If thev felt that they could depend upon themselves to make sure shots they might easily have
opened fire upon our friends and probably would
have been successful in killing them. But such
a thought never even entered the mind of Steve
Lifter. The sight of the voung deadshot and
his partners was auite enough to put a aueer
sort of fear upon him, and he tried to make
himself believe, all of a sudden, that it would be
a good idea to capture the girl and the Chinaman, and do it so their friends would be aware
of what had happened to them.
"Boys," he said, · in a whisper, "we'll get ther
gal' an' ther heathen. Give me that rope. They're
comin' right up this way. Stand ready to help
me. We mustn't let 'em both have a chance to
yell. What we want to do is to git 'em both to
ther cave in a hurry. Then let Young Wild West
an' his pards come an' look for 'em! I reckon
we'll soon fix 'em then."
Rooter and Tricky Jack were auite willing to
do anything, so long as they did not . run the
risk of getting into a fight with Young Wild
West. It looked easy to them, so they quickly
assured Steve that thev were ready to do as he
said- Just then the panther let out another
scream. It was so close to them that thev gre\Y
uneasy. But thev were used to hearing the
shrieks of wild animals, however, and certainly
were not afraid of it. Meanwhile, Arietta was
approaching the spot directly below them, expecting to get a shot at the panther. Hop was close
behind her and neither had the least suspicion
that there was anv danger threatening them
other than what might come from the panth:!r.
Steve slipped down the steep side of the hill.
making a slight sound as he did so.
The girl heard it and instantly looked that wa\·
through the darkness. But she could not see
the villain and so turned her head in the direction the screams of the animal had come from.
Tricky Jack and Rooter went on down after their
leader, and just as they all reached a biJ? l'Ock.
Arietta caught siJ?ht of the gleaming eyes oi
the panther am! placed the butt of her rifle tJ
her shoulder. Crang! The report rang out sha!'::>
and clear. The panther had been hit and. wit\
a death-cry, it came tumbling from its perch. .\ ~
that very instant the three villains sprang from
behind the rock and before the girl and the Chi,mman knew of their presence they were seized an I
dragged up the bank.
Arietta manaJ?ed to utter a scream, and the,
a heavy hand was thrust over her mouth. A
revolver pressed against Hop's head caused him
to remain silent, and he was forced along Ull
the hill. Trick,· Jack wound a rope about hi,
body, pinning his arms to his sides, while Rooter
took Arietta's revolver from the holster that wa.;
hangin_g- from her belt. The girl had dropoe<l·
her rifle and, not having time to pick it up, the
ruffians went away without it. Up they went.
making- considerable noise. But they reached
the top without seeinJ? any one after them, thouirh.
they knew the girl's scream would surely brin~
somebodr there. Elated. but hardly knowin,t
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which way they were g-oing-, Steve and his Pards
went on. Steve was carrvini:r the g-irl bodily,
for he was strong- as an ox, so to &Peak, and
his determination just then aided him. Hop went
aloni without much url!:inl?. He knew ~is life
was in dang-er, for the muzzle of a revolver
was pressing- against his temple. The villains
went quite a few yards past the entrance to the
cave before they were aware of it. But they
quickly discovered the mistake, and then lost no
time in g-ettinl!: inside.
"Now, then," panted Steve Lifter, a_s he deposited Arietta upon - her feet, "you .1est keep
ouiet, val! If you let out ther least cry I'll fix
yer!"

see that there were only two ways the villains
could have l!:one with their "lrisoriers. One was
to the rig-ht and the other the 1eft.
"Boys," he said, still retaininl!: his wonderful
coolness, "you two go to the ril!:ht. I will g-o to
the left. Thev haven't much of a start on us, and
if we don't see or hear anything- of them inside of ten minutes I'll be somewhat surprised.
that's all. Off with you! A shout or a shot
will be the signal."
Then Wild started briskly to the left. It happened that he went in the rig-ht direction. He
had not l!:Ot half-way down to the entrance to
the cave when he heard the sounds of hurried
footsteps and low voices. But he did not even
think of g-ivinl!: the signal to Charlie and Jim .
. Knowinl!: full well • the caliber of the men he
CHAPTER IX.-A Quick Rescue.
had to deal with. he was not afraid to tackle
It was only natural that Young- Wild West them sing-le-handed.
should think that Arietta had wounded the
Treading noiselessly, he hurried on down anti
panther, and that it had attacked her. He ran he was .iust in time to see one ·of the men diRsweetheart
his
swiftly to the spot, fearing- that
appear in the dark shadows under the face of the
mil!:ht. be danl!:erously hurf by the beast. Chev- cliff.
enne Charlie followed, as a matter of course. and
"That's all ril!:ht, you sneaking- coyotes!" he
Anna and Eloise went after them, with the pros- muttered. "I didn't think for a moment that you
pector Wild reached the scene with surprisinl!: were l!:oinl!: away from here to stay. but I hardl v
quicJm°ess. He heard the noise made by the vil- expected you to appear so soon. A very clever
lains as they were hurrying- up the steep bank. trick you have played. But I"ll soon show you
but he thoug-ht there might be another panther a better one."
there and did not attribute it to human being-s.
The darinl!: boy hurried on and soon paw,ed
13ut ~hen he suddenly came upon the animal.
that led into the cave.
which was just making- its last kick, he was not before the dark opening-voices
of those who had
a little amazed. Where were Arietta and Hop? He could hear the low
That was the question. Then for the first l!:one in ahead of him, as well as their footsteps.
of his
time, it flashed upon the boy's mind that it was Steve Lifter had boasted to his pards
thoul!:ht of leavingnot the panther that had caused Arietta to utter cleverness . but he had · not
one of them to g-uard the entrance to their
the scream.
he made a mis"What's the matter, Wild?" Cheyenne Charlie hiding--place. That was where
as tactics went, thoug-h it would
asked as he came runninl?" to the younl!: dead- take, as far
for Young Wild West
shot's' side. "Where's Arietta an' Hop? Did have made little difference,
was quite able to take care. of either Tricky Jack
ther blamed panther git the best o"f her?"
Half a dozen such men 11-s they would
"No, Charlie," was the cool reply. "Here is or Rooter. easv
for him.
what she shot at. The panther is dead. That have been
Thoug-h it was ·as dark as a pocket in the cave,
didn't git the best of her; it was Steve Lifter
the boy did not hesitate to g-o in. He kept close
and his pards who did, thouJ!:h."
without mak"Great l!:imlets!" exclaimed the scout, amazed to the ril!:ht side and moved along
ing- the least sound. Suddenly a match was lil!:htat what the bov said.
him. Then he saw
Anna and Eloise were very much puzzled and ed about fortv feet ahead of
a lantern. Re also saw his fair
frightened over the sudden occurrence. Jeff a man lig-hting
sweetheart and Hop as they were held by two
Parsons was thunderstruck, and it is doubtful if me.n.
the
in
thing
least
the
offered
have
1-e could
Wiid had Arietta's rifle, and he could easilv
·:av of a SUl!:1!:estion, if he had been asked to do
,o. But Young Wild West did not need anythinl!: have shot all three of the villains with it. He
n the sul!:gestive line iust then. He had heard could have done it with a revolver, for that matthe sounds upon the side of the bank and he had ter. But it was not his purpose to kill the me;1
found the carcass of the panther. His sweetheart .iust then. What he wanted to do was to rescue
:•11C! the Chinaman were both missing. That was the prisoners and then take the trio alive. If
otde enoul!:h to make him lay it all to the three he l!:Ot them this time he meant to give them
villains, who had left the place that afternoon, a lesson that thev would never forget. What
making out that thev were J!:Oing- for l!:Ood. As had already been done to them had amounted to
the younl!: deadshot took a step toward the bank, naught, it seemed.
after calling upon his partners to follow him, his
The younl!: deadshot was iust as cool now as if
foot came in contact with the rifle Arietta had he was simply goinl!: to surprise some fr-iend;i
dropped.
and have the laugh on them. He was in no,
He picked it up, and the moment he saw and hurry, either. He wanted to hear what they were
felt what it was he gave a nod and kept it in talkinl!: about and see how they treated the prishis hand. Up he went, soon reaching the top of oners they had taken. Creeping up alonl!:side the
the ascent, his two partners followinl!: him. They wall of the cave he got to within fifteen feet;
paused and listened, but could hear no sou1;ds of the group without making- his presence known.
to guide them. Wild came to a halt after l!:Omg- Meanwhile, both Arietta and Hop had remaine,l
almost across the top of the ridge. He could silent. neither of them showinl?" much ~il!'l'ls of
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fear. This did not appear to encoui·age their
· captors any, either.
"You're takin' it mighty cool, gal," Wild heard
Steve Lifter say, as he released his hold upon
the girl's arm and held a revolver close to her

I'

was now almost as cool and self-possessed ~s he
was.
•
"Here is your rifle. I found it near the dea-a
panther."
•
"Oh, I killed it, then?"
:faee.
"You certainly did. It was just kicking its
"You surely don't think I am afraid of you, last when I got · there. These fellows were
do you?" came the reply, and the boy gave a mighty clever. or lucky, I don't know which. How
nod in the darkness, for the words of his brave . did they manage to get you so quickly?"
little sweetheart tnrilled him.
"That is more than I can · tell, Wild. It all
"Don't ver know that yer ain't never goin' to happened so suddenly that I had no chance. I
sec Young Wild West alive again?" the villain ,iust shouted once, and then I was stopped. But
exclaimed, speaking · in an irritatecl sort of way. I know it would not be long before you came,
"What makes you think that?" came the Ques- so I did not lose my· head. Ron kept cool, too."
tion.
.
"Yes, I suppose so. He is getting used to such
. " 'Caus·e I'm g·oin' to kill him."
business. But come on. I reckon these fellows
"YOU are going to kill him, ·are ·y')U ? When are anxious to be hanged, so we may as well atwill you try it?"
.
tend to them at once."
"Afore mornin'. Don't think I'm afrai;] of that
The boy did not mean this part of it, for he
kid, gal. I'm a mighty desperate man."
<lid not believe in lynch law. But Lifter evidently
Arietta laughed scornfully and. unable to keep thought he did, for he became despeJ;ate all of a
back any longer, Wild stepped ·f orward into the sudden and, with a leap, ·he went away in the
light of the lantern and called out, in a ringing darkness.
voice:
"Stop !" ·called out the young deadshot. But the
"Hands up, you scoundrels! I reckon this has lantern was between them and it, -and prevented
gone about far enough!"
him from seeing the man as he fled. If some one had exploded a bomb in the cave
"Never mind, Et," the boy said, coolly. "He
the three men could not have been more as- won't get very far away. We'll get him later.
tounded. Rooter was so frightened that he drop- Lead the way outside. I'll see to it that these feloed upon his knees and threw up his hands. leav- lows don't get away." But T-i;icky Jack and
ing Hop to take care . of himself. Lifter and Jack Rooter were , not going to try to get away.
trembled violently, but did not forge't to raise Trembling, they walked along, .and the next mintl:.eit hands. But thev were holding gun~ at ute they were outside. Crack! A sharp report
the time/ and Wild did not 1ike that part of 1t.
and a bullet grazed the brim of Wild's
"Take their •hardware, Et," he said, coolly. sounded
He saw -the flash and then caught a glimpse
• "Don't let them have the chance to fire a shot." hat.
· While Arietta had been surprised, for she had of a man running away. Crack! His own
- no idea that her dashing young lover would come revolver spoke, and then came a cry of pain. But
so Quickly, she was eQual to the occasion.' ~ith the fleeing villain was out of sight around_a big
remarkable Quickness, she ,reached out and seized rock.
the gun Steve had in his right hand. He did not
try to prevent· her from taking it. and .once she
had it in her possession she turned and took CHAPTER X.-The Only Chance, But It Wins.
Tricky Jack's. He was Quite willing that she
should have it, and he breathed a sigh of relief
A shout rang out, and then Cheyenne Charlie
when it was out of his hand.
and Jim Dart came running to the spot, followed
"Me aUee samee tied, .Misler Wild," said Hop, by Hop Wah, who had easily found them.
as he stepped forward and showed that he had a
''What's the matter, Wild?'' the scout asked,
rope wound about his bodv.
excitedly. "Did any of 'em git aw.ay? Hop said
"All right. Hop," was the reply. "Take it you had all three of ther galoots."
easy. Arietta will soon set you free."
·
"Yes, one of them got away, ~harlie," was the
· "Hip hi, hoolay!" shouted the clever heathen, cool reply. "But he is either carrying a bullet
his · voice echoing· through the cave.
somewhere in his body, or .he feel s the sting of
Arietta soon liberated him.
one. I have ari idea that he won't go very far."
"Go outside and yell as loud as you can for
"\Vhich
is 1t?" But Charlie was now close
Charlie and Jim." Wild said a s the Chinaman was to the .two one
prisoner;;: and he quickly found out that
about to sav something. "Hurry up, Hop!"
it was Steve Lifter who had got away.
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
.
"How did they git you, Arietta?" the scout
That was Quite enough. The clever Chinee
hurried for the outlet and was soon lo,5t in the a sked, after he h·ad congratulated the girl on .her
drnkness. The next minµte Wild and Arietta quick escape from the villains. She told hi;m in a
h~ard hini shouting at the top of his voice. Mean- very few words, and, with· a shake of his head,
.
while the three villains were waiting to learn Charlie retorted:
"I'm satisfied that · yer can't never tell jest
their 'fate. Rooter was still upon his knees, while
•the other two were standing· in their· tracks, what's goin' to happen. There's somethin' surneither having ventured to move as• much as an prisin' comin' to u~ every once in a while. But
blamed if I would have thought that them three
inch.
·
.
"Et," said the young deadshot, "Just pick up measly coyotes was hangin' around so close · by.
the lantern and we'll take these fellows over to They must have been putty nigh to ther panther."
"\Ve wa'.S right by him," spoke up Rooter, no
the camp. We'll meet Charlie ' and 'Jim before
doubt hoping to gain sympathy by showing a
we get there, Quite likely."
"All riP"ht. Wild ." tl t" , : .. , ~-- ~---p~•Pd fo r she willinJm~ss to talk. "Me an' Jack didn't want to
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have nothin' to do with catchin' ther gal an' ther show in the momin'J!.' he aroused Hop and reheathen. But Steve sorter had a way of bossin' mindw:J him that he had g-iven h4 promise to
an' we jest had to do as he wanted us to. I'm
catch some fish for breakfast. The Chinaman
very glad nothin' ain't come out of it. It was came ril!.'ht out of the tent, which was erected
Steve's idea to make Parsons give up his gold close to the little cave that was called Parsons'
pocket, an' then he would let the prisoners go." camp, and then it was but a few minutes before
the rest were up and stirring. As Arietta came
This was a lie, and our friends knew it.
"Never mind what. Steve's idea was," our hero out. she nodded to the young de.a dshot and said:
"Let us take a walk over t~where the villains
said to him, rather coldly. "You two may not be
as clever as he, but you're just as bad." Then were camped, Wild. It will be quite a while beboth wretches began pleading. But it did no fore breakfast is ready."
"What do you want to J!.'O there for, Et?" the
good, not just then, anyhow, and after failing to
find Lifter anywhere about, Wild decided that he boy asked.
"Probably Lifter has · crawled there badly
must have fallen over the cliff that was but a
wounded."
~rt distance away.
"I don't think so . But I'll go with you."
"We will look for him in the morning," he said.
Tl e two were not lonl!.' in reaching the spot.
"Come on. We'll go back to the camp now." In
a verx few minutes they were at the camp with When thev saw the inscription Lifter had put on
the prisoners. Parsons was more than pleased the rock they could not help laul!.'hing.
"A little late, I reckon," the young deadshot
when he found Arietta and Hop were safe. But
he shook his head when he saw Tricky Jack and said. "That fellow had an idea he was awful
cleve1·."
Rooter.
They soon went back, for there were no signs
"So they are alive yet, are they?" he observed,
talking as though it was a disappointment to of the villain anywhere about, and when thev told
the others of the notice tli.at was scrawled upon
find them that way.
"Yes, they are alive, Jeff, but I doubt if Lifter the rock there was a J!.'eneral lauJ!.'h. They all
i . I have an idea that he tumbled over a very seemed to think that a mess .of fish was the
proper thinl!' for breakfast. But Hop would be
high precipice. There is one not far away."
"You mean ther one from which you kin see some little time in J!.'etting the fish, no doubt, so
Wild suggested that they take a rope and a pick
ther little Jake?" the prospector asked.
"Lake? I didn't know there was one arou d and shovel and go and look for Steve Lifter.
Arietta promptly got a lariat and swung it
l1ere."
"Oh, yes ! There's a mighty putty little lake over her shoulder. Then · Charlie picked up a
shovel and Wild took a pick, and they set out.
back there. Fish in it, too."
"Lat goodee!" spoke up Hop. "Me -allee samee Jim and the prospector came along, since they
were both curious to know what had hao.>enecl to
catchee fishee for bleakfast."
"I meant to speak about it, but forgot it,'' Jeff the villain Wild had wounded the night before.
In less than ten minutes they found themselves
~aid, apologetically.
"Oh, that don't make any difference," Wild as- at the top of the cliff that overlooked the little
rnred him. "You were not supposed to tell us lake. Hop was there; fishing, and they had the
PYerything you knew about the place ..... What dif- satisfaction of seeinl!' him haul in a fine specimen
ference does it make whether there's a lake close of the finny tribe almost the instant they caught
sil!'ht of him. Our hero stepped to the edg·e of
by or not?"
"Fishee, Misler Wild," Hop answered, promptly. the precipice, and throwing down the pick, knelt
"That's so. Just see what you can do the first and looked over. Thirty feet below he saw a
thing in the morning." The two prisoners were man's hat lying on a ledge.
"Give me the rope, Et," he called out, as ne
$ecured, so there would be no chance of their getting awat, and then our friends settlecl down to arose to his feet. I'll let Charlie lower me down.
reckon Lifter is lying dead clown there. I just
take it easy until it came time to turn in for the Isaw
his hat."
night. Wild did not intend to let Rooter and
· Arietta hurried with the rope, so Wild could
Tricky Jack go until he had learned what became lower
himself and see what was below. At that
of Steve Lifter. If the villain had been killed by very- instant the ground gave way beneath him
falling over the cliff it might be a lesson to the and
down went tthe boy. Arietta made a ouick
r,thers, and they would be permitted to go. Th~ throw. It was Young· Wild West's onlv chance,
p1·ospector feared that Lifter might not be hu1·t and she realized it with lightning·-like ouickness.
much, and that he was hanging around the camp, Just how she managed to make the noose spread
waiting for a chance to shoot at them, but his she never knew, but it went true to the mark, and
i · ar~ were laughed off, and after a while all but as it encircled the boy's body he t1'i·e"' -out hi"
,, ,m Dart ·ought the tents to get the re t they
arms. His fall was checked so sucldenlv that
needed. Nothinl!' happened during the night to Arietta was almost drag·ged to the edge. If
digturb them, save the occasional cry of a panther Charlie and Jim had not leaped to her assistance
or ~ome other wild animal, and they all slept she might have slipped over and g·one to her
pretty well, with the exception of Parsons, who death along with her dashing young lo'ver. But
was too much excited over what had happened to no such thing· as that was due to happen. Younl?
permit him to. do so.
Wild West was saved, and so was Arietta.
Possibly the prisoners did not re. t as com- Tremblinl!' and pale with fear, the brave irirJ
fortably as they would have liked to do. but they stepped back and watched as Charlie and Jim
had to take their medicine, and they remained · pulled Wild back to safe ground. The youne
nry quiet. Wild took the last watch of the night, deadshot was more agitated than he wr.s in the
as he usuallv did. and when davlii:d1t bel!'an to hahit nf l!'P.ttinP'.
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YOUNG WILD WEST'S ONLY CHANCE

"Who saved me?" he asked, rllflning to Arietta,
the rope still about him.
"I did. Wild," was the reply, while the girl held
out her arms to meet him. "It was your onl v
chance. I knew it, and I acted quickly. Who
would have thought the earth would. cave in like
that?"
"No one, Et. But you saved my life. and that
means that you are the bravest and best little
girl that ever lived: It must have been a mighty
quick throw you made, toQ."
"It was, Wild."
Charlie and Jim were standing near the two.
and the rest of the party were only a few vards
distant. No one said a word until the boy and
girl came walking toward them, their faces now
quite red.
"It's .all right, boys," Wild said to his partners.
"I reckon all there is left of Steve Lifter lies be.low somewhere. I am not going to venture down
to make sure of it. I have had enough of it. I
c~me very near .ioinin.e- him in a hurry."
"Hooray!" shouted Cheyenne Charlie, waving
his hat. "This is what I call one of Wild's most
narrer escapes. But Arietta had sense enough to
know what to do to save him, an' she done it!
Hooray! Everybody .iine in!"
They all did .ioin in, and the result was that a
rousing cheer went up. Hop, busy fishing:, heard
it. and he was not Joni!: in coming that way, a
good-sjzed string of fish in his hand. The clever
Chinee wanted to know all about it, and when
he ha4 learned how Arietta had saved Wild by
her quick throw with the lariat h~ nodded and
said:
"Lat light. Missee Alietta allee samee knowee
whatee do. She velly smartee Melican gal."
Back thev went to the camp, and then it was
not long before the freshly caught fish were
sizzling over the coals. Of course, the whole conversation was about Wild's only chance and Arietta's quick throw.
"I reckon I'll let these two fellows go as soon
as they have had their breakfast," our hero said .
as he turned to the prisoners. "I feel mighty
thankful that I didn't fall down to where Steve
Lifter went last night, and I'll let them go OJ!
the strength ""l)f it."
No one raised any objections, so when breakfast was over the two rascals wm·e turned loose
and told to go ana get their horses, and never
show up in these parts again. Whether they
llid or not, Young Wild West and his friends
never knew. Anyhow, they never :net them
again. For three days our friends remained at
Jeff Parsons' camp. During: that time about all
the P-nl,I there was in the nocket was taken out,

and though it did not come un to anywhere near
the prospector's expectations, he was well satisfied. It was found that Steve Lifter's horse had
been left by Roo r and Tricky Jack, so the animal came in handy to help carry the gold. They
all rode over the mountain and in a couple of
days they came to a mining camp. Parsons disposed of his gold, and then he declared that he
had enough to go East with, and meant to do
it right away. Our hero and his companions left
him at the camp and set out to ride across New
Mexico into Texas, where they intended to take
a rest of a couple of weeks.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST'S DESPERATE CHARGE; or, THE
SHOT THAT BEAT THE REDSKINS."

WORLD'S QREATEST FLYER TO BE B ILT
AT AKRON
Dr. Karl Arnstein, designer of the giant ZR-3,
which crossed the Atlantic Ocean from Germany
in a non-stop flight, has been selected to draw
the plans for the Goodyear-Zeppelin Corporation's proposed giant air liner, When completed
this airship will be twice as large as any flyer
ever built. and will be able to go half way around
the world without a stop. Dr. Arnstein formerly
was chief engineer of the German Zeppelin Company, and has drawn plans for more than 100
dirigibles, says an Associated Press dispatch
from Akron, Ohio.
The proposed ship will have a gas capacity
of more than 5,000,000 cubic feet, twice as great
as either the ZR-3, now christened the Los Angeles, or the Senandoah. Officials have not definitely determined whether the dirigible will be
cc-nstructed for commercial or governme;j;al purposes.
The dirigible will be eQuipped with a passen2:e cabin han1!ing from the keel of the vessel,
with a promenade deck and steamer chairs, comfortable berth s, dining room service, shower baths
and all other modern conveniences. It would
maintain a regular two-day schedule between
New York and Lon_don, if used r that purpose.
Engineers plan the new ship to be between
860 and 930 feet long, with a maximum diameter
of 115 to 120 feet. the control car hanginl!: ten
feet lower. The Shenandoah is 680 feet long and
"8 feet in diameter, while the ZR-3 is 660 feet
long with a height of 1oi.6 feet.
The proposed ship would be powered by motors developing 4,000 horse power, as against
1,500 of the Shenandoah, and 2,000 of the ZR-3.
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CURRENT NEWS
DOG FINDS GOLD
A boy playing with his dog, which scratched up
.a sample of gold :(rom the surface of th~ ground,
was responsible for ,the latest gold "strike" in
New South Wales.

ment now is explained by the fact that he can no
~ong-er . concentrate sufficiently to play the six
mstruments because the acute sensitiveness of
touch and feeling- that comes with blindness left
when his sfa·ht was restored.

PAWNS $10 BILL
A Wichita, Kan., man pawned a $10 bill for $9.
The pawnbroker told the police that the man said
the bill was a present to him. He said that he
needed some money, but didn't want to give up
entire rights to the bill bv spending it, so he
1>awned it for thirty days. The bill is g-enuine.

PASTOR QUITS PULPIT TO LIVE IN A CAVE
Warfare of church moilernists and fundamentalists did not find a recruit in the Rev. H. S.
Mobley of Little Rock. Ark.
Instead, he resil!.'ned the pulpit and took him- •
self and familv awa.v from the bickering-s of pacifists and militarists-to live as a cave man.
In the Boston ranl!,'e of the Ozark Mountain
country, near Prairie Grove, Ark., the forruer
minister found hi&. haven.
It was a lil!.'ht, dry cave, 67 feet lonl!,' and 18
feet hil!.'h, with a ceilinl!.' of colored rock formation, a precipitous cliff towerinl!.' bil!.'h above it.
"I wanted to rear my boys away from the
te~1>tations and strife of city iife." he says.
Here thev are blessed with the l!.'ifts of nature and we can g-ain a l!,'ood livelihood from the
earth."

PUDDINGS EXPLODE
- Explosions of plum puddings in several Pottsville, Pa., homes were reported to city officials.
In several cases women who were -preparing- the
1>udding-s were much alarmed, as -pans and -oudding-s went bani!,' al!,'ainst ceilings. Investigation
showed that the explosions were due to steam
expansion in the pudding-s after beinl!.' dished.
Puncturing- the top of the -puddinl!.' with a fork
will -prevent such occurrences, officials declared.
SUGAR FROM ARTICHOKES
Bv a process discovered by experts of the Government's Bureau of Standards, sug-ar one and a
half times as sweet as the cane and beet varieties may be extracted from artichokes. The refininj!" treatment necessary is so simple that. it
is said, the cost of manufacturing- the product
can be gteatlv reduced. Because of the low ex1>ense in cultivating- the v~g-etable and its heavy
yield when compared to other sugar-bearing-plants, it is believed the artichoke may be extensivelv employed to 1>rovide a 1treat part of the
future crops. Lack of means of crystallizing
the extract has been a bar heretofore.
MERCURY 'YIELDS GOLD IN TOKIO TEST
Gold has been obtanied from mercury by Professor Hantaro Nagaoka, a Japanese scientist,
according- to word received fr.o m Tokio bv the
American Chemical Society. It was said a microscro-pical -photograph had been taken of the g-old.
The message said:
"By usinl!.' a mercury lamp, the anode of which
is ex-posed to air, for more than 200 hours, under
the electro-motive of 225 volts, Professor Nal!,'aoka obtained about 0.5 l!,'ram of soot, from
which one millil!,'ram of g-old was isolated. A
white metal has been found in the soot, which
is supposed to belong- to the platinum l!,'roup."
FINDS SIGHT A HANDICAP
Amos Cady of Boliver, Mo.. could play six
instruments simultaneously while he was blind.
but now that he has rel!,'ained his sil!,'ht he can
-play only one. He was blind · twenty-two years.
He played a harmonica, held to his mouth with
a yoke around his neck, a banjo wlth his hands,
a brass drum beaten with his elbow, cymbals
struck with his knees, a triangle and eil!.'ht Swiss
bells runl!,' by his feet.
His inability to play more than one instru-

1

PHILADELPHIA WILL ERECT STADIUM TO
SEAT 250,000
An ~rdinance authoriz4?11: construction of the
largest stadium in the world, to be located in
South Philadelphia, on a tract adjacent to the
League Island Navy Yard. was introduced in Citv
Council bv Mayor Kendrick's office. The vast
structure, designed to seat more than 100,000,
with terraced staniing room for 150,000 additional, is expected to be completed in time to be
the main feature of the 150th anniversary of the
sig-ninl!.' of t.,he Declaration of Independence.
Construction of the stadium is to be under the
general supervision of the Department of Public
Works, and $2,000,000 has been appropriated to
defray its expenses. The department is authorized in the ordinance introduced yesterday to enter into ~ontracts for the erection, construction
and equipment of the stadium.
SUPERSTITIOUS- ABOUT TOADS
The toad is not an attractive animal and it has
always been the object of curious beliefs or. supe1:stitions. Small boys believe that if one is
killed and turned on its back there will be rain
before night. For ages the general public. has
held to the beli<!f that warts were produced by
handling toads. Other traditions credit the toad
with the power of poisoning infants with its
breath; of bringing good fortune to the house in
the new-made cellar of which one is found· of
curing infants of ..stamme:i;j.ng if rubbed on' the
back of the neck; and of .causing a cow to dry
or give bloody milk if she accidentally kills a
toad while being driven home from pasture. The
works ?f the early writers on :µatural histi 1y
team with vague unsubstantiated accounts of the
venomous qualities of the breath and sputum of
the toad, the medical valu.e of toad skins for
treating ailments, and the valuable toadstone
found in its head.
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FIGHTING FRED FAY
-

Or , -

A Yankee B~y in the Big War
By DICK ELLISON
A Serial Story
CHAPTER XVII ..
The Two Gentlemen From the Chateau
They did so, taki_ng their ·places as far from
the stockade a s it was possible to get and still
watch the airship.
It made gr~at speed and was quickly over the
stockade, where it seemed to come to a standstill.
"We are surely in for it," declared Colonel
Frossard.
He was righ.t.
Suddenly Fred heard a whizzing sound and
there was a tremendous explosion in the air some
twenty feet above the stockade.
The fragments of the "5omb flew in all directions, some landing very near them, but no damage
was done.
"Will they drop another, do you think ?" said
Fred.
"Impossible to tell," replied Renaud. "They are
holding their positions, as you see, so it seems
likely."
They had but a moment to wait before another
bomb was dropped.
•
Thi s time the con sequences were serious.
The bomb landed within the stockade, exploding on the ground, and the Zeppelin went on its
way.
The wireless plant was demolished, so were
three of the aeroplanes ; the German one was apparently unharmed.
·
All the buildings were more or less damaged.
"Can't be helped," said Colonel Frossard, philosphically. "I have expected nothing else since
the coming- of that aeroplane yesterday."
Fred said nothing, but he could not help wondering if by any chance Roettig could have found
means to report on the location of the plant.
"Up we go!" cried Reriaud as the Ger man
aeroplane rose above the stockade. "I hope we
don't run into that infernal Zeppelin. That has
always been my dread."
They were soon among the clouds heading
north.
It looked very much like rain, but a s yet there
was no wind.
Within an hour they ran into a stI·ong gale,
however.
,
Renaud began to show signs of unea ~iness.
"I'm afraid we shall have to go down, Fred,"
he said at length, " she .don't steer as she should.
Looks a s if she might have been hit by tbe
bomb, after all, last night. There's something
wrong."
1 "Roettig had trouble with her at the last," replied Fred.
.
"Oh, but our mechanic repaired all that. I can't

•

make out what the matter is, but there is surely
something wrong."
There was.
Soon after the aeroplane became unmanageable.
It would not even respond to the sinking lever.
They were swept eastward by the wind at a
speed which almost made Fred's back hair rise.
Renaud wouldn't talk. He seemed to be studying the situation. Fred, who knew nothing of the
workings of the machinery, could only watch his
companion as he fussed with it. But his fussing
did little good, until suddenly something snapped
and the aeroplane began sinking with great speed.
"What happened?" demanded Fred.
"Same thing that hap-pened to Roettig," was
the reply. "I couldn't make you understand."
"Can you fix it?"
"I'm trying my best. Don't talk, please. I want
to keep my mind on my work."
Fred looked down.
They were falling upon a dense mass of clouds.
The effect was wonderful. Below them lay an
endless sea of white.
Quickiy they struck into it, and then Fred began to hear the boom of cannon.
Clearly a battle was raging beneath them.
It seemed as if they must fall directly on the
field.
They were through the clouds in no time. Now
he could see! They were descending upon the battlefield, being a s ye over the allied army.
An immense force of Germans could be seen
beyond.
"I give up," growled Renaud. "We shall be
lucky if we are not blown to thunder down there.
The firing was incessant. ,
As it continued to descend, the aeroplane was
canied to a point about midway betweim the two
front s.
No sooner had it touched the ground than a
cannon ball struck the luckless craft, completely
demolishing it.
, •
Fred had ju t stepped off and remained unharmed.
Poor Renaud, less fortunate, was instantly
killed.
Fred now found himself in a fix.
To advance or retreat was dangerous enough,
to remain where he was even more so.
Suddenly a wild shout went up.
· On the part of the allies a bayonette charge
had begun.
Fred's determination was hastily taken.
The Germans had evidently been driven back
earl-ier in the fight. Their dead and ounded lay
by hundred s all around.
Seizing a gun which lay near one of the corp,-es,
Fred crowded his way into the ranks of a French
regiment a s it came tearing up and charged with
the rest.
Again his fighting blood had been aroused, and
it is only due to him to say that he fought bravely.
The charge was a success-. The Germans were
driven "back a mile and more, taking refuge in a
· strip of woods, into which the French did not follow them, but the firing continued for more than
an hour, when the Germans again retreating, the
F'l."ench rested on their arm s.
Fred was talking to those near him and ex•
plaining who he was, when an 01·derly approached
and said: "Captain D' Arran wishes to see you,
young man. You will follow me."

,,.
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The captain was found talking with a group of
He opened a portable desk, took out a road book
French officeTS.
·
y,hich_ he told Fred he could keep, then explainHe turned to Fred and asked who he was and mg his course on the maps.
·
how he came to be on the battlefield.
"Now you are sure you understand?" he asked
Fred gave him name and explained that he had at the end.
come down in an aeroplane.
"I do sir, and I can find my way," replied F1·ed.
''Yes," replied. the captain. "I saw that aero- "On that you may rely."
.
plane. I thought the operator was killed when it
The car soon came. Fred drove it back through
was blown to . pieces."
the ranks.
"So he was, sir."
. He was amazed at the number of troops he saw.
"Then there "\Vere two of you?"
At length ~hey got beyond them, and Captain
"Yes."
D' Arran asked to be put down. _
"Where were yoµ heading for?"
."·Good-by, Fay, and good luck to you,'' he said .
"General Spencer's command. The Fifth British army corps. The operator had some import- "be very careful not to pick up any one on the
road."
_
·
ant dispatches to deliver to General Spencer."
· "I won't let ·myself be picked up, for ·a spy,"
"Who from?"
laughed Fred. "You may be sure I shall be on
"I don't know, sir.\'
my guard."
"Did you secure· them?"
· He felt lonely after leaving the captain.
"No, sir. I had no cnance. Your men were
The length of . his run was considerably over
charging. I should have been run down if I
·a hundred miles. It was now about two o'clock,
hadn't acted as I d~d." .
"You're a good fighter, boy. I'll give you credit and as he had eaten nothing since early morning,
for that. Those dispatches must be secured. Come Fred began to sigh for dinner, but he determined
not to risk leaving the car even for a moment.
with me and we will see if we can -find them."
-It was rather a small machine of French make
It seemed a long walk back to the wreck of the
and of the Ford order.
aeroplane.
·
.
But fpr the presence of the captain, Fred would'
Fred had to strike west quite a distance for
have had trouble in making his way through the further north the Germans had been driving the
ranks.
allies back.
.
There was also much difficulty in locating the
He gained -a certain road where he was bpokerl
wreck, but after a while they found it and Fred to strike north and made the· turn.
took the dispatches from the pocket of the unforThe rain still held off, but the wind was high
tunate aeronaut.
and there was every indication of a storm.
They now returned to the fr~nt at a differi_mt
The run was through a beautiful country which
point. Here Fred was taken mto a te!1t wh1~h must have been thickly settled, but it looked dehad been set up; and he now found himself m serted and he met very few peo]')le.
Fearing the
the presence of the famous F,rench co_mmander, speedy advance
of the Germans, the inhabita-nt~
General J offre.
•
had mostly fled. They were wise, for within a
The general did not speak to Fred. He hesi- -week the G~rmans were crossing this ground in
tated a moment after Captain D'Arran had ex- their advance on Rheims.
'
plained the situation and then opened the packet
Fred drove the car ahead until about four
and hastily glanced over the dis:R_atches.
o'clock, when he mos,t unfortunately had a blow"These must go forward at on~• he said, de- out.
cidedly. "Is this boy in the British army?"
. Examining into it he saw that he should have
''He is sir" replied Captain D' An-an.
to put on a new tire, so he threw off his coat
"Then 'how' comes he to be in citizen 's clothes ?" and went to wOl"k.
"That I have not a sked."
On his left, in the midst of a beautiful park
"Ask."
stood a handsome chateau which looked to be very
Fred briefly explained. ·
"You have been on special duty bef9re, then?·" old.Fred had
just got his tire off when chancing
asked the general.
.
"Yes, sir. For General Spencer once, twice . for to glance up he saw two gentlemen coming down
the tree-lined avenue which led to the chateau.
the Germans."
They were both elderly, and looked as if they
"Do you speak German?"
_ ,,
might be brothers. · They passed out of the gate
"Yes, sir, a s well a s I do French.
.
"Your French is all right. You look more hke and approached the .car.
"•You seem to be in trouble," remarked one in a
a German than most Americans I have met. Wait.
.I will write a line to General Spencer whiGh you most polite fashion, speaking in French .
"Oh, no. It's only a blow-out," replied Fred.
will kindly deliver; also a pass which will be
"I shall soon get the tire · on."
needed. Can you drive a car?"
.
,,
"I wish I could offer you a ssi stance, but I know
"Yes, sir. I have had con siderable experience.
"You shall be provided with OT)e. Say to Gen- nothing about an automobile, nor does my broth- ·
er."
eral Spencer that he need not return it." .
"It is not at a11 necessary, gentlemen, I a ssure
General Joffre then wrote at considerable
•
length sealed the sheets in an envelope which he you."
He heartily wished ·they would go away, but
addreised, and handed to Fred with the dispatcbes
they
still
stood
there
watching
as
he
worked.
re-sealed.
"The bor can remain here till the car is ready.,
At last the tire as on . Fred, cranked up.
Captain D:Anan," !'e said. "Y~m will a~company . "Looks as if it m"ght rain,'' observed the spoke:.him through our, Imes, otherW1se he will be
man.
peatedly held up. '
(To be continued.)
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Interesting Radio News and Hints
REDUCING WAVE LENGTH
The antenna series condenser is used to reduce
the wave length. The smaller the capacity of
this condenser the greater is the reduction in
wave length. The difference in the results obtained with the 43-plate condenser and 23-plate
condenser would not warrant the · expense of
changing. The Vernier adjustments on condensers add to the efficiency of the set and are
particularly helpful in tuning in distant stations.
RADIO FACTS
Few persons need to be told how rapidly radio
is interpenetrating every part of our daily life.
More than 2,600,000 radio sets have been manufactured and sold in the last three years in this
country, with 660 broadcasting stations in operation in our United States, and 16,000 amateur
transmitters sending and receiving by radio.
According to engineers of the Radio Corporation, 3,000 manufacturers are turning out sets
or parts of sets, thirty radio magazines have
been started, 260 books have been written, 20,000,000 listeners constitute the present radio
audience, and these spent $175,000,000 on their
hobby last year, giving employment in one way
or another to 500,000 persons. There are twelve
trans-oceanic stations, which communicate not
only with Europe and Latin America but with
2, 7000 radio-equipped ships.
THE REFLEX RECEIVER
The reflex circuit has become one of the
atandard favorites. The Erla set adds to this,
excellent workmanship and strong, efficient material and apparatus.
It was tested on a recent evening when the atmospheric condition was bad. Within a reasonable time all the local stations as well as stations in Chicago, Philadelphia, Pittsburl!."h. Troy
and Buffalo were all brought in distinctly on the
loud speaker.
This circuit is remarkably quiet and free of
set noise. The quality of the reception is excellent. This is a feature of the Erla reflexed
circuit. The crystal detector has maintained its
supremacy against the inventions of science and
man and the crystal, when properly adjusted is
admitted the best detection material. It is sometimes difficult to control the crystal. To locate
on its surface the best point and then to keep
it demands that the operator have patience. It
is worth it when the desired point is obtained.
The set is non-radiating and tunes easily and
·
accurately.
Its distance and volume did not equal, on the
same night and on the same antenna and batteries, that obtained by a "straight" 3-tube circuit. It stands to reason despite what the reflex
fans may say that tubes cannot be made to do
double service and like give double efficiency.
POINT
THE SATURATIO
The filament should not be burned at maximum brilliancy. It is the function of the fila- ment to emit electrons when it is heated by cur-

rent from the "A" battery. The more current
turned on the br_ighter the filament glows and
the electron flow increases up to a certain point,
and then no matter how much current is supplied
there :will be no further flow of electrons. This
is known as the critical or saturation point. When
the filament is burned brighter than the critical
point the tube's life is shortened and the efficiency
of the set is reduced. To burn the filament pa t
the critical poiJ1t merely reduces the life of the
tube, decreases the efficiency of the set and consumes current from the "A" battery more rapidly. ~u":11 the vacuum tubes just below the point
of howlmg.
FOR "B"
METHOD
CHARGING
BATTERIES
Radio _sets us~ng from three to eight tubes have
become increasingly popular, due to their wide
range, power and 1·eceiving qualities. When a
numb~r of tubes are used the drain on the "B"
ba~tenes becomes proportionately greater. For
th1~ reason the storage type of "B" batteries
which can b_e recharged are now widely used because of their economy and steady operation. The
home-type tungar battery chargers used for
charging "A" batteries can be adapted by means
of a ~imple device, the "B" battery attachment.
This attachment is hung on the side of the
charger and the short lead is clipped to the line
tap in th~ five-ampere tungar, or the soldered joint
on the right of the transformer in the two-am:pere charger. The Iont lead from the attachment
is connected to the positive terminal of the "B"
b_attery, ~nd the negative lead goes to the negative terminal of the battery. The positive lead is
ould be kept apart from the batnot used, and
2:ing. A twenty-four-volt battery
tery while c
may be charged at 0.2 ampere and a forty-eightvolt battery may be charged at 0.1 ampere. Higher
V?l~ge batteries can be cparged by using additional attachments. For instance, a ninety-sixvolt battery should be divided in half and the two
negative terminals connectep to the negative lead.
Two attachments are used, the short leads being
both connected to the charger as before and one
long lead going to each positive battery terminal.
Thus the two sections of the battery are charged
in parallel.
The operation of the "B" battery attachment
can be easily understood. When charging a sixyqlt "A" battery connections are made to the p0s1tive and :tlegative leads. The current is supplied
by the left-hand coil on the auto transformer
which is the low-voltage sid · . In the case of th~
"B" battery, connections are made so that current
is supplied by the right-hand coil, which furnishes sufficiently high voltage to take care of the
higher voltage battery. The "B" battery attachment is merely a resistance coil which limits the
charging current to the proper value.
An overnight charge once in two or three weeks
· will, in general, be sufficient to keep the "B" batteries in good condition. The length of charge
a:rid further details may be obtained from the bat·
tery manufacturers' instructions.
NEW
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GOOD READING
HOTELS ON FLOATING ISLANDS
Hotels on floating island in mid-Atlantic will
be a feature of the new· airw.av to be lJpened
next Spring; which will make it possible to reach
Buenos Aires by way of Paris in less than. a week
from London.
The scheme has been prepared by Pierre Late, soers, the French airway magnate, and only the
formal sanction of the French Government is now
required.
The floating- islands in tA.e Atlantic will be
constructed to afford accommodations for passengers and seaplanes alike. They will be established on the route between Dakar (Senogal)
and Fernando de N oronna Island, off the Brazilian coast.
It is anticipated ~that it will take eighteen
months to construct and fix these floating stations. In the interim passengers will be conveyed over that part of the route by fast boats.
The floating- islands will be of open square, or
horse-shoe shape. They will be capable of being~ turned in whatever direction will best afford a
safe landing place and anchorage for the sky
liners. Extensive supplies of fuel and spare
parts will always be available, so that repairs
can be carried out in mid-ocean if necessary.
There will aiso be accommodations for the
ultra-modern ttavelev to take rest and refreshQ,}ents.
The journey, which at present takes about
twenty-two days, will be divided into two stages,
the first being from Paris by wav of Marseilles
an<l Casablanca as far as Dakar. This will take
approximately three days. Then will come the
trans-oceanic stretch, along- which will be the
floatin g havens, to Fernando de Noronah.
DEVILFISH ARE LIKED AS FOOD
Devilfish, better known · as "polypus octopus
hongkongensis," are being caught at Santa Cruz,
California, like flies in a trap and the tentacles
are being shipped to fish markets in San Francisco, New York and other cities, where they .are
sliced and sold at from 50 ·to 60 cents a pound,
according to C. B. Florence, Secretary of the California State Fish Exchange. Mr. Florence says
the sliced octopus tentacle makes a succulent table delicacy when properly fried.
While fishermen emulate Victor Hugo and other
writers of fiction by telling of teJrific battles with
giant devilfish, usually ending by explaining how
the fish reached one of tis eight arms above the
water and wrapped it around the boat, breaking
the craft in two, Mr. Florence and Professor
Harold Heath, department of zoology, Stanford
University, California, state that this is physically impossible. Professor Heath describes the octopus as being "of a shy and retiring disposition."
"The devilfish has no bones or no structure of
any k.ind,'1 said Mr. Florence. "It cannot swim,
but can only float on the water, or propel itself on
the floor of the ocean by means of fastening its
suckers on a rock and pulling itself along.
"Each of the eight tentacles are covered with
cup shaped suckers, and these form -a vacuum

when fastened on an object. Fishermen haul them
out of the traps with their bare hands and throw
them in boxes in a manner that is extremely undignified to ·a fish that has an age-old fictional
reputation . of being a man-killer and boatsmasher."
In the picturesque food shops that line the
narrow streets of San Francisco'.s colorful Chinatown. the tentacles of the devilfish may be seen
hangmg from hooks alongside many other edibles
that are strange to the native American. On the
floors of the wholesale fish houses the devilfish
may be. seen stacked in jelly-like heaps, with tentacles, nr some cases, extending ten feet across
five feet from each side of the small, egg-shaped
head.
The traps at S_anta Cruz, where the majority of
the devilfish are• caught on the Pacific Coast are
built like fly traps, only much larger. The traps
are make of wire, with a cone-shaped entrance
for the octopus to squeeze through in order to
reach the bait fixed for. him. He has no trouble
in entering the ever-narrowing funnel but finds
it impossible to leave. Usually, fisher~en state,
two orcmore are caught in the fame trap.
Ins~ead of being a fighter, the devilfish protects itself from attack by changing its color and
hiding from its enemy, according to Professor
Heath. He says :
"To agility and naturally acute senses shoul d
be added their surprising ability to change their
color to harmonize with that of their surrounings, so that prey' and enemies alike are usually
unaware of their proximity. This color ·change is
based upon minute elastic sacs filled with pigment
and supplied with muscles for causing their expansion.
"As a devilfish crawls about on the sea bottom its color can be seen to change in a twinkling
from deep chocolate through dull red and to gray.
If sand or rock is eJ:V!ountered on the .journey the
skin is usually thrown into lumps and ridges, so
that . under all conditions the body is practically
invisible."
However, if Professor Heath's opinion of the
devilfish as a food is heeded, the fish will continue to be eaten by its celestial admirers and by
a limited few who crave the unusual. Properly
to place before the American epicure.an a dish of
tender octopus, Professor Heath says, something
must be done "to destroy its rubber-like consistency."
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FROM /,.LL POINTS
118,800,000 SQUARE YARDS ·oF ASPHALfl'
LAID IN 1924
·
Ba ed upon a compilation of information which
i . has received, the Asphalt Association announces the yardage of asphalt pavements laid
on the street;; and highways of the United States
:n 1924 totals 118,800,000 square yards. This is
an increase of 10 per cent. over the yardage laid
in 1923. Reports from Washington, Oregon, California, Arizona and Nevada indicate 72 per cent,
of all paving contracts let in those States in 1924
were for asphalt and 80 per cent. of all asphalt
yardage contracted for in the five States included
:,sphal.tic concrete foundations.

ROVER'S FRIEND
Rover, the pet dog downed by Walter Pratt, of
Bowdoinham, 1'4e., gets along famously with the
family cat, and the cat always sleeps at night
between the paws of Rover. One night, after the
family had retired, it was aroused by a scratch:ng and a low barking at the front door. When
the door was opened, in walked the cat, with one
foot caught in a trap; behirtd came Rover, carefully holding up the chai-n of the trap. Far up a
neighboring stream trappers had set traps for
,rnskrats, and Kitty evidently walked into one.
Tiovcr must have heard her cry and gone to the
,.- cue, for he had evidently searched, found the
water; then freeing his friend as much as pos., bi t , c,an ied the chain all the ,vay home.
RADIO A GREAT BOON TO THE LUMBERJACK
Befo r e the coming of radio few opportunities
fo r education were to be had py lumberjacks in
the great pine forests of the Northwest, according
to Palmer G. Lewis, spokesman for a group who
recently sent in their appreciation to Station
KGO, Oakland, Calif. But with radio receivers
now in their camps, and with no other form of
amusement available, lumberjacks find that isolation in the forest is driving them into listening,
even to educational programs over radio.
Miles away from the nP.arest town or road,

seated around a loud speaker employees of a
western Washington logging camp in the Cascade
Mountains requested Mr. Lewis to send their ap•
preciation to KGO for entertainment and instruction broadcast.
"These. men have never had the opportunity to
li sten to a college professor, or of hear ing English
spoken in its purest form," he wrote. "They
would prob,ibly not have taken advantage of it if
they had. But up here in the woods, with no other
amusement, they listen with attentive ears. Interesting educational talks broadcast by KGO
every MondaJ evenin are giving these lumberjack~ who ha ve be~ denied the advantages of
education and contact with cultured society, a
cha nce to learn ;,omething rega1·ding our social,
educationa l a nd industrial conditions. Saturday
evening we went to the theater, so to speak, and
heard you r players give 'Nothing But the Truth.'
The boys sa t in groups around our set shaking
· with suppressed mirth at the comic:il situations
in the play, scarcely daring to breathe lest they
mi ss a word."

LAUGHS
Gayboy-Do y ou know an ything about betting

0;1 hor~e races ? Gayman-I know all about it.

Ive

Quit.

Jones-Yes, sir; that boy of mine is a wonderful piano-player. Whv, ·he can play with hi!t
toes. Brown-How old is he? Jones-Fifteen.
Brown-I've got a boy at home who can play
with his toes, and he is only one :'!ear old.
·
Miss Caustique---Do tell me, Mr. Addlepate,
how do you manage to keep your hands so soft?
Mr. Addlepate---I always sleep with mv J?loves on
you know. Miss Caustique---How interesting'
And do you sleep with your hat on, too?"
·
. Noted Physician-Do you know why it is that
city peop!e are straight, and walk with heads
e-rect_; while country people nearly always bend
over .
Farmer Hayseed-I s'pose it's 'cause
country people hain't )tot any tall buildin's to look
up at.
Mr. Flubdub- You women are mighty slow.
During the time it took you to select that hat I
went out and made $200. Mrs. Flubdub-l'm so
glad, dear. You'll need it!
A smaH girl of three years suddenly burst
ou~ crving at the dinner-table. "Why, · Ethel,"
said her mother. "what is the matter?' "Oh!"
whined Ethel, "my teeth stepped on my tongue!"
In a small Missouri town the postoffice is
decorated with a placard that conveys the foll?wi:nR" information: Stamos, 2 cen.ts; stamps
hcked, 3 cents ; stamps, licked and stuck, 4 centS'."
"Hello, Rummel! I hear you had your watch
stolen the other day ? "Yes, but the thief · is
already caught. Just think, the fool took it to
the pawnshop and there they immediately recognized it as mine and detainP.d him." ·
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UNIQUE CLOCKS

In Polite Parisian society in the sixteenth cen-

tury it was bad form for the guest or host to
lo?k at a timepiece to note the time. To avoid
this ~~arrassment .a watchmaker orig-inated -a
watch mat had raised hands and time could
b~ told by feeling inside the pocket. Another device for tellinR" time in the dark was a clock that·
had. on its di~l twelve small cups each filled with
a different spice. The on~ seekinR" the time would
feel around the dial to where the hands were
and then taste the spice.
FOSSIL FOREST IN N. Y.
The recent discovery of a fossilized forest of
Gilboa, Scl1oharie County, N. Y., was made by
excavators engaged in work for the New York
C_ity water System. Dr. John M. Clarke is planning to reproduce in the State museum a section
of t!'ie f_ore_st, making_ it look as nearly as possible
a_s. 1t did m the Pleistocene age. Only 'the foss1hzed stumps, two or three feet high, of the Gil~
boa trees were found standing. The remainder
of the ti·ees were Pr<?bably cut off by a glacial
uph eaYal. The fossilized remains of the trunk~
and foliage lay alongside the stumps. The foli~
age was partlv like a fern and partly like a
p_alm. '.['he trees grew 35 to 50 feet high, the inside bemg hollow and containing a pithy substance. The bottom spread . out like a bulb, and
the roots ~tended from underneath like thos.e
of an onion.
3-MILE WELL SEEKS OIL
A theory that the earth is like a big boiled
~l!."l!.", which has settled its most precious deposits
m the cente1·, is the basis on which work was
sta ted on the farm of George Weaver. near
Canonsburg, Pa., Feb. 8, on what is expected to
be the deepest well in the world. · James Kifer,
veteran old man of Pittsburg, sponsor for the
undertaking, said the well would be three miles
deep.
"He said: "A leading geolo/?"ist has said that
the_ earth may. ~e compared to a boiled egg,
which w~en bo1hng- settled its yellow deposits,
the heaviest and most valuable, in its ·center.
The yolk of the egg- is the gold of the earth and
th.e white is the silver, so to speak. · All the
wealth of the earth produced thus far has been
from the shell of the egg. But this well of mine
may penetrate the white. A 15,000 barrel well
may b.e struck at 15,00_0 feet. Who knows?"
A DRY YEAR IN 1925
The English scientists have been studying the
old question of sun spots, and the result of their
investigation allows ' them to ar,nounce that the
year 1925 will be a d1·y year. They say that it
will be dry all over the world. The rainfall seems
to be dependent upon the flames darting out from
.the sun to a height of 250,000 miles and at a
speed of more than 150 miles an -hour. The intervals between the phenomena have been gradually shortened until now it i.s about three years.

In England there was, when first noticed, ar
interval of five years between these phenomena
one year. being wet and the other four being dry
Now every third year is wet. The drougthy yea1
of 1921 appears to have been the turning'· point.
The· year 1922 is reckoned as the first year of thE
dry period, and therefoTe the years of 1923 and
1,924 have been wet and the year 1925 will be dry
They say that there will be a dry year in England
and a droughty one for the 1·est •of the world.
HOW MUCH IS IT?
$18,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo. Quite a tidy sum! This i~
the amount that a man named Williams has
,figured out that the thirty pieces of silver paid
to Judas Iscariot nineteen hundred years ag-o
would be worth today. He tell us that those pieces
of silver were worth $14.85 and if put ·to working
at six 'ire-r cent . and the. interest · likewise. reinvested annually the amount would run into fifty
fiJ?"ures.
"Money surely does grow if left undisturbed.
That is, of course, if it is out te work and left
to work. My uncle J?"ave me a ten dollar gold
piece when I was born and for fifty years it
has been undisturbed, but it is worth · only $10
because no one ever put it to work.
"I suggest that the birth gold piece, even if it
be but a dollar, be put to work, and put to
the task of prQYidinll'. partiallv at least, for the
college education of the child.
"A good $100 or $1,000 bond or a share or two
of "first class stock purchased at the time of the
birth of ,your child will create a fund which, with
dividends reinvested, will yield a tidy sum when
little Sam is readv for college.
"One dollar invested each month at six ne;·
cent will amount in twentv years from the da-v
of birth of Baby Sam to $462.04. Five dollars a
month means $2,310.20-an amount sufficient to
carry him through the last two years of collee:e.
Perhaps even better than that, depending upon
the college and upon Sam.
"Tonight you have looked into the cradle ·of
little Sam with loving eves .and tender care. You
turn away with fine dreams and high aspirations
for his. future. You have visions of the educational advantages he is to have when he j?"rows
up.
"But I ask you to go further than to dream
and idealize. I ask you to start an education
·fund for Sam .a nd Jennie. Something may happen to you financially so that you cannot do
later the fine things for them you hoped.
- "Go down to the bank tomorrow. Anv savings
bank or reliable investment house · will be glad
to show you how the gold piece or the monthh
deposit in the boy's or 16rl's name can be put
to wor~ for his or her future educatio~.
"Do it now. Keep up the payments. Turn
your wishbone of a)ipiration into the backbone of
,
achievement.
"By the way, ask your twelve-year-old child
. to state in words the value of the 18 and forti'eig·ht ciphers "
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.iron-carrying fruit that we can eat, ha~ing 39-100'
HOW RAISINS ARE MADE
fron in its makeup.
What are raisins? Dried grapes; somebody per cent of
. The use of _all ~he Jresh fruits two of three
answers. Thev are dried .in the sun on wooden ~1mes
a day will g1v,:~ a full ration of the needed
plates. When · they have stood about . ten days and
with the iron
are almost dry on one side a tray is placed on top uon for the system m comoination
articles
of the grapes and the whole thing turned over so con_tained in br~ad_,_ eggs, meat and other
also
Pears
meal.
daily
the
m
routme·
a~e
wh1!:~
Minthe
says
Then,
dry.
can
side
.
that the other
dieticians
by
recommended
are
and
iron
contam
of
stacks
in,
up
piled
are
they
neapolis Tribune,
their value in furnishing this element among
ten or twenty trays. In a few days they are put for
others.
- into large boxes called sweat Qoxes.
. In the olden days hefore the science of the diet
'had develoP,ed and balanced meals were part of
THREE GENERATIONS EMIGRATE
the teaching of the domestic science classes in the
Covering three generations and including thir- school, sp,ring tonics with iron in them or tincture
ty-five persons, a family from Retford, Notting- of iron itself were regulation prescripti,ons. The
hamshire, shortly sails for Canada to settle on iron preparations injur_ed the teeth and were
farms in Sashatchewan. It is believed to be the USl:!ally unpl~asant.
largest group of three generations t!1at }las ever
emigrated.
The party includes father, mother, four sons
and one son-in-law, with thefr respective wives
and twenty-three chilldren. All the adults have
· a good knowledge of agriculture, and they are
going out under the point British-Canadian Government scheme for settling 3,000 British iarmThe Acrobatic Wonder Toy
.ing· families in Canada within two years_.
• AL1V10::;'f HUMAN IN ITS
ACTIONS!
ETNA
MOUNT
ABOUT
•
. lt consists of a nandsome parallel
Mount Etna, the volcano that rises above the
iron frame on which the littfti yellow
cities and towns of Sicily, not only supplies ·them
with land on which to grow their vines· and olives,
man a_ccurat~ly performs like an ..athwith sulphur out of which to draw profit in trade,
lete . .
but, strange as it may seem, with snow to cool
Five Different Stuntstheir drinks and ket;p their fruits fresh in the
'.l~At'.t..:t..C: - .Release the
.l!'LYlNG
gathered
T.ti_t;_
.summer. The annual snow crop is being
trigger-pm ~na the ngurc swings fornow. • The crest of Etna, ·which rises to a height
ward, gnppmg the brass trapeze-ba1'
of 10,760 feet, is thickly covered with sn·ow in
turns a somersault in the air and catche~
winter. This snow gathers in narrow, deep raa c1oss~bar by his heels.
vines to a thickness of fifteen or sixteen feet. In
THROUGH THE LOOP-A swift swing
the spring these deep drifts are carefully covered
·and he goes thro~gh a w~Te loop, makei;
with a layer of ashes. These natural storehouses
. a turn and, catching by his heels, swings
of snow are situated in many places above the
head downward from a bar.
6,000-foot level, far beyond the cultivate regions,
TH~ GIANT SWlhG--'- He goes forward
and are looked after by special guardians. They
with a rush, releases the trapeze, catches
belong to the archbishop of Catania, whose doma horizontal-bar with his heels, makes
inion includes all the high.er parts of"the volcano.
two swift somersaults in the air and
catches by his heels again.
He performs two more horizontal-bar
APPLES
IRON
acts with the . grace and. agility of a cir•
Ii-on is an essential element in food, but as it
cus sta.r, and many new ones can be inoccurs in small quirntity in . any .one food, it is ·
vented.
taken into the system in a variety of foods, one
The Most Wond_erful Toy in
4lf the chief sources being fresh and dried fruits.
the World!
In order to get the require~ amount of iron from
the
for
necessary
be
·would
it
food
any 9ne single
PRICE $1.00 •
individual to devour three and one-half loaves of
stand and the little mani•
collapsible
The
large
white bread a day, or ten egg yolks, or fifty
kin are neatly packed in a handsome box.
prunes or five cups of raisins 011 fifteen tomatoes
Delivered anywhere in the United States on
-in fact, a 1·idiculous quantity of any one article.
receipt of price. Address
Apples are one of the best sources of iron for
the diet. Raisins have been much advertised for
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
• their iron content. It is true that both fresh
166 W. 23d. St., New York City, N. Y,
i-rapes and raisins, as well a s plums and prunes,
furnii;h tl')is elemimt. hut the a.nnle is the _heaviest

LOOK, BOYS!
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RATS IN
HAWAII ARE
COFFEE
TOPERS
Thousands and
millions
of sage rats in
the Korl'a district
of the Hawaiian
Islands have become coffee topers. They subsist
wholly upon the
ripe coffee berries
a n d cause b i g
I o s s e s to the
growers annually.
Although the rats
make coffee their
sole diet they do
not seem to be
any the worse off,
so far 'llS their.
physical condition
Is c o n c e i: n e d.
They a r·e sleek
and fat and
scamper a b o u t
w i t h an undue
p I a y f u I n e s s,
their unusual activity being due
to the stimulating
character of the
food, it is suppo s e d .
Coffee
growers have so
far been unable to cope with the
rat pest.
The little animals swarm into
the bushes when
he berries begin
tb turn and eat
and destroy enormous quantities
of the product.
It was not until
some time after
the growing of
coffee in the Kona
district was started that the sage
rats learned to
like the taste of
the berries. Gradua'!y the addicts
increased u n t i I
n o w practically
ever y
rodent,
young and old,
will not eat anything else. They
even store away
large quantities
of the ripe berries "to tide them
over the interval3
between crops.
perhaps
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- - - - - - -- - - - - - --- -CHARMING YOUNG LADY, worth V0.000,
EARN $211 wePklv. snnre time. writing for
will mnrry. Club. Box 55, Oxford. Fla.
nPwspnpprs. m"gn>.IW's.
F.xperlence unTIPrPR!u1rv . r"n~•,-it?lit hoOk tre 0 .
HUNDREDS "·ealthy memhPrS will mnrry:
PRESS !':YNDT('ATE
11811", St. Louin. Mo.
list free. Mrs. McKay. R-1083. Omnhn. Neb.

HELP WANTED

BE A DETECTIVE.

P~R~ON.AL
UAltRY- IItnHlrPds ltn,·e round mntes In my
Exchange letters.
cluh.
Stamprd. aclclressed e1n-elope for
Write me enclosing stamp. Violet Rny, particulars. The Amlcns Club. Lock Box D,
Dennison. Ohio.
·U.P. Station. Des Moines. Iown.
•
GET A SWEETHEART.

Hl'NDl RED~ seeklnllgf mar,::lag~lilf dsln~~~
enc ose s amr,.
rs. 0 •
nr ·
_,
Rroadwa:v. Chicago. Illinois.
HUNDREDS wealthy members will marry.
J,lst free.
Mrs. ll{cKny, B-1083. Omaha,
NPhr.
LONELY HEAllTS-1 have n sweetheart for
you. Exebnnae 11-tter~: mRke new frtenrlR .

Rfflclent. contldentlal and dlgnltled ~~rvlre .
Members evernvbPrP. Eva Moore. Box 008,
:rneksonvllle. Florida.
111.RRY Jl!' LONELY "Home Mnker": b\\ndrPds r\ch ; reHahle, years ~xoer\ence: d.e~crlptlons free. Tbe Ruccessful Club. Box

556, Onkland, Callfornln.

wealtlly. willing to marry,
· Photos free. Martin. Club, B-1022. Wicbltn,
Kansas.
-------------------·
LONELY little "11.apper.'' tired llvlnl? nlone,
F;:;; ~ ~1~!\i·t. K.M.U. Club, Box 305. Snn_
19 0
THOUSANDS

ARE YOU LONELY'!'

- meet frlE"nt1R.

r~f\ned

Becom.e tnt('reAttng

men o.nd

W-omen

Send stamo. Blue Bird Club, Box 56. Rich
moud Rill. N. Y.
SWEETHEARTS

envelopes tor

for

everybocly.

propos.nl.

Stntion H. Cleveland. Ohio.

Stamn4'd

T'he LUy Club .

•

MARRIAGE PAPER--20th year. Big Issue
tOBACCO HABIT
with descriptions. photos, nnmes and ad- TOBACCO or Snuff Habit cured or no pay.
nres•P•. 2ri- cPnts. No otber fee. Sent sea!Pd.
$1.00 If cured. Remedy sent on trial.
Box 2265. R, Boston, Mass.
Superbn Co., PC .• Baltimore, Md.
CHARMING YOUNG LADY, V'lrtb $50,000,
· will marry. Club, Box 55, Oxford, Fin.
MARRY-Free photographs. director:, and
· descriptions of wealthy members.
Pay
when married. New Plan Co., Dept. 36.
Knnsas City. Mo.

SONGWRITERS

SEND TODAY for free copy Writer's Di -

gest ; tells bow to write nnd sell short
stories, photopJays. poems, songs. Writer's
Digest. G-22 E. 12th St.• Cincinnati. -

VOICE

(fits itt the mouth and
cannot be seen) you
Imitate Birds, Ani• mals, etc. without
moving your lips.
• This outfil and book of
JOKES by mail for 11>~ . r,,J-J,
C11t,·,•rtal Ohrt..
~•
Box 632, Stamford, Ct.

•

...•

fl

Your
.Choice
Yes! You can easily have, free, any of these beautiful and valuable gifts. All you need to do is to
distribute among your friends just a few packages of our fragrant easy selling Sachet, at ten cents
each. You will be surprised to see how easily you can earn one of these attractive gifts. Fill in the
coupon for your share of our Fragrant Sachet, so you can start distributing it at once. You need
send no money. We tnut ;you. But get started right away before someone else gets into your
territory. Send the coupon TODAY!

Sporting Model
STEVENS JUNIOR "22"
We llriv• J'OU thi• famous

Stevena 22 cal. blaed flnlah. walnut • tock

1
l1c:e!c;t.•
~ : t:~::r:::e~~eto,~~f!etra~~~:r::e:::~t;:~·:or
1ll>e • bootlns. Boy•, you will be dellsbted
with tbi• llne nfte.

Send the couJ>onfor 30 packages todayl

Big Leathe r Footba ll

•

t~::.

An e:1cellent quality
~l•f!::te~~er
cialJJ' tanned and
tempered to take oat
• tretcb. Reinforced
Ham• and double

br.ad~~ftnfabed
1::hmb~i1 1:
1

hand

and

;::e::~1e:~r!!'!n1:
":r,,•.~

:..:~:. b tFu1l~I
anteed. Sell only 30
packages of our ea•:,
sellins- Fraarant
Sachet and

aet

REAL Football.

this

·A Real Movie

,

Machine and Film

10 Year
Guaranteed Watch
and Fine Chain

Your Choice of Electric or Oil
Thia machine 11 a well • built and pra'ctica) movina pie•
t u re ontftt. so de1i1rned that it can be used for both
movfo~ pictures and • till 11fe views. Equipped for
electric or oil Jiaht. ln addition we give you, abeo•
Jately free, a 4-srace elide carrier for • bowing atill
pjcturea. a reel o ftlm, ticket•, show bill•., etc., also
60 tcturee tree-enough for aone hour • now. Yoo
1tb~:o~~~!f ~~~i~':.~uJ!tl1~c:~;!':i ~~:
:i
SO packages of Fragrant Sachet.

...

You oa.n have this aenufne AmerR':an

• tem-wind and set, fancy eowraved

::i;cbso ale:ck::: a c~r!·urfoh:=i
Sachet.

~member.
has our 10·
i::is:o-:~!•:.,;~u
will bedell11bted.

Send NoM oney
Just The Coupon!
~~'s:~:t~dy::tc!~!~P!trtrftu::g~
at1 y~c!o~':id::dm~:k° t:•=.1: ~::•w:it~

Make your choice of bandeome slftw. Send In

Chlcaco Sachet Works.Dept.

10-••

43:IS Ravenawood Ava.,Chlc . .o, Ill.

EXTRA! F:; ::~ckofw~~~~•ut.!!!,~
tlful eton• . .t rf"•'· Send In th• coupon
TODAY, • nd wlll tell you
""' about It.

it

HllltlllllllUlllllllllllllllflltlllllllllllUIIIHIIUUIIIIIIIIIIIIUlltltllltlllllllllll

Chicago Sachet Works, 4 :u:1 ll:r.;..'.,:'.;!SA••·• Chicago

Gentlemen : Pleaae aend me 30 packagea of your Fraarant eas11ellin1r Sachet. J agree to • ell them at ten cent• each. and return ta

bf; ~::m1l1g.!ef1:r'!r~!:.Cf.°!!n~reryt~n;b:c=:.«1~ ~~~n~~l::,

them, I will retncn them to you .

I haue checlted the premium I de1lre:
0 Movie Machine
O Fine Leather Football
0 22 Calibre Stenn• Rine
DTenYeu-Guarantee Watdl
Na _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Aclclr,.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-

.....................·-------~·-···-··-·-· -----·--·--········..

•
RUSHING
RIVER UNDER
BUFFALO.

That a subterranean river of
uncalculated and
probabl incalculable proportion.,;
flows under the
city of Buffalo is
recalled by the
accidental discovcr_f of an underg-rc:>,1nd riv~r !>v
engineers drilling
for o i 1 near
Olean.
-An underground
river with a
s t r o n g cunent
flowing towards
Lake Ontario was
cliscovered in the
days before the
• Pan - American
Exposition · b e neath the -surface
of the old Benn e t t quarry a t
Main street and
F:llrnore avenueAgain, when
the Marine Trust
Company building, a towering
masonry
struciure, was erected
at Main and Seneca streets,
"sandhQgs'' boring- for the foundations splashed
into water.
Geolog-.ists
aware of the subterranean flow in
the 1 a k e areas.
some years a g o
conducted a series
of investigations
between the Five
Finger Lakes anrl
Lake Huron anti
Georgian B a y .
They found, they
said, a responsive
river system of
unurnal size, the
most notable disc0ve1y being that
a number of the
long narrow lakes
of the Courier du
B o i s region of
Canada, linking
across from the
west end of
Georgian Bay to
Lake Ontario,
constantly are fed
b y underground
streams.
#

YOU WANT TO BE A TWO-FISTED,
RED-BLOODED MAN ,
VERY bOJ and man wants to be able to take care or hh:n...celt-to be able to FIGHT:
wtU1 bis natural w1:,apons, his flsta, when it is abeolute1y necessary. and with his
mind. 1n thc1 atrue:cle ot life. It's the ONLY w~ to win success; you've ,tot to be
FIT, in order to .ret, ahe&d. What'• your condition now? Are you going to develor,
into a atrona:, 'flrUe MAN t Or are you going to be always undeveloped in body and mind:
1lckl7. weak. anaemic. ha.mJ)ered by chronic aliments or bad habtts you ha.ve not been
able to ah&ke otr! Stop and TIDNK ABOUT IT right now, You"ve got to be flt to be
1uocee&ful. No em:,loyer want.I to take on a 91dnuy. sickly. pasty-faced boy or ma.n .
·You can't hold a )Ob. it you eet it; you NEVER will adva.nce. You' ll just crawl through
life•. a.fraid to say your soul's your own. in the presence or stronger"' men; you•u be
deop1"e<l by them and lau11hod at.

E

Let Me Make You Fit

:~~J :yh~~I°i:!bftsn~~tt!';ci~
;~~ :mm::it~ i~~~re~UL~~°'t! ~J\.:at~t~
I can llhow
how to BUILD YOURSELF UP. I can help you iret rid of the ailment•
0

lt : :

~

you

STRONGF"ORT

w~!::::it~~:

1th

and break c,tf the bad h&btta that will certa.lnly down you Jn the end tf you keep on with
them. I will show you how to ·become hea.lthy and strong in body and mind; how to deTelop your muacular ayetem. atrengthen all YOUr l'lt&l or&&nll, steady your ne"es· clear your
brain and build you up into a fine. flt, all•around MAN, so you can get a good Job. bold
It and adY&ne&-,--so you can MAKE A SUCCESS OF YOUR LIFE.
I haYe done tt. and am doing it rfrht now, for thousands or other boys and men. and I
eaa de It for YOU. My way b Nature•, way; the way I built myself up, untll l ani called
the at.roncest man in the world today~ no patent medicine piffle tn tt, no course of straight•
laood, """'8Uc lhinir-iust ll•lna' ure rlrht, u It ought to be lived and getting tho greatest
enJoY111eDt out ot It.
,.-Pn,motlon and Conservation of Health.
SEND FOR MY FREE BOOK Strength and Mental Ener,y." Don't wait ;
you need it and you want it NOW. It wtll show you juat how other boya and men, in nen
worH conditions th&n your own. hal'e become 1n a few moo.th,· at.ronr, healthy, 'firile. full
or LIFE and ,nap and -ability to DO THINGS. TheN>'B no charge ror It: IT'S FREE.
Btt down NOW and aend me a lOo pleoe (one dime) to COYer packing and oostare expenses,
:::,~
at . once. Do1,:t put It off-It may mean the happiness of your
1

.1'llr~gl1~ \g',f

LIONEL STRONGFORT
P hgdcal c5- H ea/th Speclali,t Ooer 25 Y ,ar,

NEWARK, N. J.

Dept. 1704,

Get Rid

FAT

of Your
Free Trial Treatment

Sent on request. Aak. tor my
"pay-when-reduced" offer. I haTc
successfully reduced thousand•
of persons, often •at the rate of
a pound a day, wltho • t diet •r
Let me send you proof at my U•

••rclae.
pense.

DR, R. NEWMAN, Licensed Pbyslc,lan
atate et New York, %88 Fifth AT-• e
New York, Desk W-18

Wonderful, new dnf~, lf1lide1 your hand ' eorreC:t•
,. 7oor ,,-.itina in few day •• Big improYemen\ fn ,t!1,Le•

GROW

hoara.,. No failure•• Complete outl!Dtt F B ~
Write c. J. Osment. Dept. 39
St. Loa,•, lllo.

Old Money Wanted
We paid' $2,500.00 for one silver dollar to
Mr. l\Cannlng ot Albany, N. Y. W e buy all
rare coins and pay highest cash premiums.
Send 4c for large Coln Circular. May mean
much profit to you.
.
Dept. 438

NUMIS!IIATIC BANK,
Ft. Worth, Tex.

TAiLER

INCREASE YOUR HEIGHT!

Simple, Natural, Easy Method. Will Increase your height
and Improve your appearabce.

1

Write for
Dept, 1\1,

FREE

Booklet,

THE NATURAL METHOD BUREAU
Atlantic City, N, J.

t MAKE THE BEST CHOCOLATE
BARS

.

Mints and Chewing Gum. Be my agent.
Everybody will buy from you. Write today.
Free Sam-pies.

Clnciiif.lit=

llfiLTON GORDON

"'~'i'H•on

As

MASt
.,

~~

Wr.-ist Watc"

Guaranteed 'l'lme Keeper. Given for oell!ng onl:r

SO card, of Dress Sna.p-FH•

~~~r· a~l~1.rB~t'°d'M~~Mt
OR PREMIUMS. Order :,our
cards
TO-DAY. Send no money .
We truot you till good1 are 1old.
AMERICAN 8.PECJALTY CO.

»ox • ZT z ·

i.-,er,

l'-.

•

WILD WES T WEEKLY
-

LATEa T

l il UU

-

-

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructi ve, and Amusin, :, They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.

]125 Young Wild West's Clean Sweep; or, The Reformation ot Reckles$ Ce.mp.
1126 " and the Hoodoo Claim; or, A'rletta and the Kelf
of Nuggeh.
1127 " nod "Cinnamo n Hank"; or, The Grudge of tbe
N o . 1. NAPOLE ON'S OBACUL Ul\l AND
Gila Giant.
REAlll
BOO K.-Contu iniog the great oracle ot human D
1128 " s~rlmmair e with Sioux: or, Arletta and tb•
destiny;
also
the true meaning o! almost any kind or dreams .
Rent,gade.
together with chnrms, ceremonie s and curious games of
1129 " Racing the Cowboys; or, Saving a Doomed
cards.
Ranch.
No. i. HOW 4'0 DO TRI CKS.--Th e great book of
1130 " Biggest Panont: or, Arletta and the Lost Prosmngic nntl curd tricks, containin g full instructio ns on
pectors.
All
lt>adlng card tricks of the day, also the most
1131 " S"vlng a 'Hnndred Thousand : or, T'be Shot Thnt
magil'nl Illusions ns pt•rformed by our lt>:Hllngpopulur
Stopped the Train.
magiclans;
every boy shoul(! ohtain a copy or this book.
1132 " Fall Rounrl Up; or. Arletta nnd the Rustlers.
No.
3.
HOW
TO
FLIRT.
-The
arts
nod
wiles
of
U33 " Over the Rio Grande: or. Tl1e Hnot tor the
flirtation are fully .-xpialned by this little hook. BeStolen Stock.
sides tbe various methods of hnndkerch ief, fan. glove,
1134 " and t h e Redskin Spy; or, Anetta's Clever
parasol, window and hnt flirtation, it contains a fnll list
Decoy.
of the language nnd sentiment of flowers.
•
113:i " Gunning tor Gold; or, Outwittin g the Mine
No. 4. HOW TO D ANCE is the title of this little
It contains full Instructio ns In the art ot daurlngbook.
Plotters.
etiquette In the ballroom and at pm·ties, how to dress: and
1136 " Forced to Fight; or, Bow Arletta B~ssed the
~,~1 ~ce~'.rect1011s for calling oJT in all populnr square
Gulch.
1
1137 " nod the F.ngllsh Earl: or, The Search for 11
No. /j. HOW"TO :\rAKE LOVE-A complete guide to
Missing Mnn.
love, conrtshlp and marriage, giving scnsihle advice
1138 " ancl the Indian Agent: or, Arletta Shooting for
ruks aud etiquette tn ~e obsPrVPrl . with manv
Ber Life .
end lnter!'stln g things not genPrnlly known · curiou;
No . 6. HOW TO .BECOJ\IE AN J\TH T,ETE.-G lvlng
113ll " Lnsso Duel; or. The Picnic at nr:v Bottom .
JHO " and the U. S. Mnrshall; or, Arletta as a Defull lnstrn~tion .q for the nse of clumbells. focllnn club,
parallel lrnrs. horl1,0nta l hnrs !Ulcl various other methods
tective .
o~ clevPlopln g _a good, ht>alth:v muscle; contnlniu g over
1141 " Stopping a Fiood: or, Saving a DoomNl Camp.
sixty lllustrnt.1o ns.
1142 " and the Mall Coach: or, Arletta and the Lady
No. 1. HOW 1'0 KEEP BIRDS.-H nnrlsnme
in Blue.
lllnatratl'cl and contnlnln g fn!l Instructio ns for the lv
mnnage
t14~
aml the Mystic Dozen; or, The Scourge or Hed
m e nt Jl_n/1 training of the canary, moeklngh lrd. bobolink,Rock Pass.
hln;khird . paroquet. pnrrot. etc.
114-1 " Helping the 0th Cavalry; or, Arlettn as a
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRI LOOUIS T.Sharpshoo ter.
B:v Harry Kennedv. Ever:v intf'llig-en t boy rt>ading this
1145 " anrl th ~ i'lliner•~ "I{id": or, Fighting for a
hook or lnstrurtlo n• ,an master the art, nnd {'rente an v
Golrl Claim.
nmount of tun for himself and friends. It Is the greate,t hook cv,•r puhllqh,,,1.
1146 " n1Hl the Redskin Rustlers; or, Arletta Saving
No 10. HOW TO BOX.-Th e nrt of self-defen sP made
the Cattle.
rns:v. Contnlnln c: ove r thirty illustratio ns of guarrl•,
. 1147 " Fight-on the llfesa: or, Snrround rd h:v Grea~ers.
hlows
nnrl the rlit1:errnt positions of a good boxer. Every
1148 " Lenrllng n Raid: or, Arletta arld the Bars of
hoy sh ould ohtnln onP of these useful ancl Instructiv e
Gold.
hooks. ns it wl11 teacb yon to box wlthont nn In1149 " at YnnkPe Camp: or, A Fo1irth of J"nl:v on the
structor .
Border.
No. 11. HOW T O WRITE LOVE-L ETTERS .-A most
11~0 •• Cornered bv Apaclles; or, ArlPttR and the
complete little book, rontnlnln g full directions for writPoisoner! Arro .
Ing love-lette rs, and when to use them , giving specimen
1151 " Rncl "Tnnocent Tke"; of, Trapping a Tricky
letfl'rs fnr young and old.
Rustler.
N?-. 12. HOW T O WRITE LETTER S TO LADIES.
-G1vmg complPte Instructio ns for writing letters
1152 " Prairie Pursuit: or. Arletta a Captive.
to
lndlPS on nil subjects; also letters ot Introduct ion notes
n nrl requests
1153 " nnrl the Texas Cowboys; or, The Scrimmag e
'
with the Sb ee pmen.
No. rn. HOW TO DO IT; Or, BOOK OF ETIQUET TE.
- I t Is n great life secret. an,1 one that even· young
1154 • " Wn slihrg Out Gold: or, Arlettn's Luck:v Dlsmnn
d~lrPR to know ahout. '!'here's happiness In It.
c-overy.
No. 14. HOW TO l\JAKE CANDY. -A complete hand11:-,5 " Mex ican :\!lxup; or. Tlie Sliver Mine Dispute.
~i:P~c~~ ~;king all kinds of candy, ice-cream , syrups,
1U6 " at tho Widow's Claim: or, Arletta's Brn ve DeNo. 18.· HOW TO BECO~rE BEAUTIF UL.- One of
fense.
the brightest nnd most valuable little books ever given
11r,1 " anrl th£- Range Boss; or, Crooked Work at the
to the world . Flveryb•,d y wishes to know bow
to bPSleer:v J".
<'!>me henntlful , hoth mnl e nnd female. The secret ls
simple nnd almo•t costless.
i158 H C11ngl1t \Jy Savages : or, A rletta's oa·rlng
No. 20.
HOW TO ENTERT AIN AN EVENING
Resc-ne.
PARTY. -A most complete compendi um of games . sports,
1159 " aml the Mexican Dendshot : or, 'l'h e Shooting
<'a rc! diversions , comic recitation s, E>tc., suitable for parMat ch On th~ Border.
lor or drawing-r oom entertainm ent. It
tor the monrv than an:v book published . contains more
1160 " at Hard Luck: or, Arletta and the Stream of
Nn . 23. HOW T O EXPLAIN DREAl\lS .-This
Gold .
hook gives tbe explanati on to nll kinds of dreams,little
to1161 " Defending n Ranch; or, . Besieged by Cattle
c:ether with luck:v and unlucky days.
Rustlers.
No. 24. HOW TO WRI TE LETTER S TO GENTLE •
1162 " and the 11iner's •rrap; 01·. Arletta·~ Great Shot.
llfEN.-Co ntnfning full directions for writing to g<'ntleJl63 " at Ace Hlp:h Fair; or, 'l'he Liveliest Time
men on all subjects.
on
No. 211. HOW TO B ECOlllE A GYl\lNAS T.-Conta· lnRecord .
HM " Risky Rid e : or. A'rietta and the Gulch Gang .
lng full dirt"Ctlons for all kinds of gymna1tl c sports and
1J65 " Buckskin Ban cl; or, The Sheriff's Blir Mistake.
ntheltlc exerdses. Embrnt"ln g thirty-five lllnstratlo ns.
Jl(j6 " Don Me TrimDJ)h; or, Arietta Savinp: the Flag.
By Professor W . Macdonal d.
1167 " and "Cowboy .Tack"; or, Spoiling a Ranch Raid.
For sale by all newsdeale rs, or will be sen t to any
For sale by all newsdeale rs, or wlll be sent to an:v adaddress on receipt of price, 1oc. per copy,
dress on receipt of price. Sc. per copy, In money
In money or stamps , by
or postage stamps by

HARRY E. WOLFF', Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street
New York City

HARRY E. WOLFF. P ublisher. Inc.
166 West 23d Street
New York Cit:r.
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